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Preface 
Option pricing theory is one of the most successful theory in financial area 
because it can account for most of the phenomenons in option markets. The 
reason why it is so successful may be due to the fact that it is a derivative 
product, or its price mainly depends on the factors that can be measured 
quantitatively, which is not the case for many other financial products. Apart 
from these, option pricing theory once again proves that mathematics is 
really an useful branch of science, simply because the theory wholly comes 
from various branches of mathematics, namely functional analysis, measure 
theory, partial differential equation, stochastic calculus and so on. Nowadays, 
as our computing machines get faster and faster, more sophisticated models 
can be implemented in the computers with little runtime. With these aids, 
option pricing theory can surely be developed faster than before. 
The first well organized option market is the Chicago Board Options 
Exchange, which was set up in 1973. Since then, the option market in US 
grew tremendously. Twenty years later, on March 5, 1993, the Hong Kong 
Future Exchange lanuched the first exchange traded option in Hong Kong, 
the Hang Seng index option. Initially, the market response is not good, with 
the total trading volume per day less than 1000 contracts. But it is generally 
expected that the Hang Seng index option, like the Hang Seng index future, 
will be popular in less than five years. 
The purpose of this thesis is to give a survey, as well as some new re-
sults, in option pricing theory. The first chapter gives some preliminary 
knowledge on stochastic calculus, which is useful to have a better under-
standing in option pricing theory. As it will be shown later, the main tools 
are the Ito formula and Girsanov's theorem. The second chapter deals with 
some representation formulae for American equity options. With these rep-
resentation formulae, we are able to understand more on the structures of 
American equity options. The third chapter contains new results. As it is 
well known that most option exchanges impose margin requirements on op-
tion writers, such margin requirements would, of course, affect the prices of 
options since most margin accounts do not pay interest. The aim of chapter 
three is mainly devoted to study the effects of margin requirements on option 
prices. Chapter four is a survey on general pricing theory. It studies how op-
s 
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tions, including interest rate options, should be priced in order to eliminate 
arbitrage opportunities under general conditions. In fact, it will be shown 
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Introduction to Stochastic 
Calculus 
Quite naturally we look for relationships and patterns among the variable 
features in the world around us: we attempt to devise abstract models to 
simulate the world around us. For the deterministic world, ordinary calculus 
is enough for us to do such kinds of modelling. However, when we are in 
a world of uncertainty, college calculus is not enough, even inappropriate, 
for us to model the world. It is because college calculus was developed in 
a deterministic setting. In order to satisfy our wants, mathematicians have 
developed another kind of calculus, namely stochastic calculus. This kind of 
calculus helps us to model a world with uncertainty, although not perfectly, 
but in a much better way than college calculus. The theory of stochastic 
calculus was first developed in detail by a Japanese mathematician, K. Ito 
, i n 1955. In his classical papers, Ito defined the stochastic integral for 
Brownian motion and also developed an important differentiation formula, 
the Ito formula. Since then, this field grew rapidly and became an important 
tool for a number of applications such as option pricing, statistical mechanics, 
signal processing, etc.. 
As indicated above, the theory of stochastic calculus can be used to model 
a world of uncertainty. The financial world is a world of uncertainty. For 
example, all stock prices fluctuate randomly. So one may associate a stock 
price with a specific stochastic process. With this assumption, one can fur-
ther study the prices of its derivatives. This is why the theory of stochastic 
calculus is useful in the financial field. 
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Tlie aim oi this chapter is to introduce and review some iiccessai\y con-
cepts and theorems of the stochastic analysis which will be used later in 
dealing with modern option pricing theory, but of course not (,o include t,hc 
whole subject. The main body of this chapter consists of the concept ol. 
martingale, especially the Browniaii motion or the Wiener process, the con-
struction of the stochastic integral, the I to formula., Cirsanov's tiicorcni and 
etc.. The tools introduced are some of tlie basic tools in studying nKxierii 
option pricing theory. Most of the materials presented here can be found in 
5], [21] and [25]. 
1.1 Stochastic Processes 
Let (n, T, P) be a complete probability space. By a. random vector we mean 
a measurable function from (0, P) to R" . In pariicular, a. oiie-diineiisioiial 
random vector is called a random variable. By a. filtration, we mean a. family 
{J^t : Z e R+} of sub cr-algebras of T such ill at Ts C Tt for s < t in R+. A 
standard filtration is a filtration with tlie following two properties : 
(i) Right-continuity : — JF计三八• J s for all /; 
(ii) Completeness : JFq contains all the P-null sets in T. 
We shall assume that all the filtrations involved are staiiclarcl iili rat ions, 
unless otherwise stated. When a complete probability space (0, T^ P) is 
equipped with a fiUratioii we call it a complete filtered |)robability 
space, denoted by (H, P)- li the filtration is a. standard filtration, 
we call it a complete filtered probability space satisfying the usual hypothesis. 
An n-dimensional stochastic process X is a, function X : / x 0 —> 
where I is an interval in R+ and A,(/” •）is ^-measurable for each i G 1. The 
process X is said to be measurable if A^  is (13(f) x measurable where 5(J) 
is the set of all Borel sets in L The process X is said to have a,n initial value 
X G / if 0 G / and X(0, •) = x a.s.. The parameter t G I is always interpreted 
as time. 
One always associates a filtration with a. stochastic process since filtration 
is a kind of mathematical structure that can be used to “ save" the in formation 
as time passes. A process X is said to be adapted with respect to a filtration 
: t e 1} if Xt is measurable for each t G I• For any fixed � G 0, we 
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call t X(t,u) a sample path of the stochastic process X. The process X 
is said to be continuous if almost surely all the sample paths are continuous. 
Left and right continuous processes are defined in a similar fashion. 
A random time is an ^-measurable random variable, with values in [0, 00'. 
Let T be a random time. T is called a stopping time with respect to a 
filtration {J't • t > 0} if {T <t} ^ T^ for all ^ > 0. On the other hand, T is 
an optional time with respect to a filtration {J^t : t > 0} if {T < t} e Tt for 
all t > 0. If we assume a standard filtration, any optional time is a stopping 
time, and vice versa. 
The process X — {Xt,7t\i 6 R+} is said to be a submartingale (resp. 
supermartingale) with respect to a filtration {巧:^ > 0} if the following two 
conditions are satisfied : 
(i) Xt\)<oo for t > 0; 
(ii) E{Xt \ J^s) > Xs ioT 0 < s < t < 00. (resp. E{Xt | < ) 
where E{-) is the expectation operator. 
The process X = {Xt^Tt] t G R+} is called a martingale if it is both a 
submartingale and a supermartingale. For p £ [1, 00), X is called an L^-
martingale if X is a martingale and X^ G L^ for all t G R+. The theorem 
below states that the martingale property is preserved by the L^-limit when-
ever J^ o contains all the P-null sets in 厂 
Th e o r em 1.1 Let p G [1, 00). Suppose that {X'^^ J^t) is a martingale for 
each n G N and for each t, X^ converges in L^ to Xt as n 00. If Tq 
contains all the P-null sets in T, then {X, Tt] is an -martingale. 
Proof. See [5], p. 15. 
Q.E.D. 
Th e o r em 1.2 A supermartingale X has a right continuous modification} if 
and only if the function E{Xt) is right continuous in t. 
Proof. See [6], p.34. 
iTwo processes X and Y are said to be modifications of each other if for every t > 0, 
Xt = Yt a.s.. Two processes X and Y are said to be indistinguishable with each other if 
for almost surely all u; G we have Xt — Yt for all / > 0. 
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). /1 .. '. / >. 
The a.bove result illlplies tha.t a.llll\(\, rtillgalc~ hav(' right r.Ollt,illllOll~ 1l1od ~ 
ifica.tiollS. \~e shall adopt the right. ('()lltillU()U~ Illo<iifirH,t.iolls whcn wt'deal 
wi th ll1a.rtillgales. 
For p E [1 ,00), ~\. = {.Y t , .. 'Pt,} is ca.lled a. local !}'-Ilu\,rt.ingnlc if (,h(\ follow -
ing tvvo conditions arc satisfied 
(i) ~Xo is an .. rt)-lneasnrable; 
(ii) there exist.s a sequence {Th:, A: N'} of ~t.oppill~ t,illlC:-; :-;lI('.h t.hat. Th: r 
CX) a.8. and for each A:, 
)( J..: = { '''\'',I\ r I.' - .Yo, ~Ft 1 
is <1,11 LP-ll1artingale. 
The following thcOrelTl reveals the rcla.tioll:-;hip b(~t.we(~11 locnl 1/- ulc\ , I'Lill ~n l(\ 
a.nd LP-nlartingale. 'fo begin with, wc fil':-;L illt,l'oduc(~ t.Il(~ COIICCPt. or II11ir01'l11 
integrab il i ty. 
A falni.iy of randorn va,l'ia,bl c~ {U(I'} in (n, :F, J» is 1I11ifol'IIliy illt,(~~ l'ahl( ~ if 
lilll Slip f IlI(" I dl) = O. 'It~ (X) (' I' J, uu ' ~'1/. 
Theoren1 1.3 Let P E [1, 00) and . Y be a. local I) - '11I,(/,'/'li'll.90'/(: wi.lh a IO(;(lhz-
zng sequence {TJ..:}. rr fo'l" each l > 0 'Wc have 
{I X tl\ T #.; I]), A: E N} is 'I/,'/I,'~l()",,"dy i.nlcg'J'(/,blt: , 
then X is an LP - 'fna,'l'lingalc. ~rh c (;0'11,'17(':'/'.)(': also holds V/'o'l7idcd /.ha/. J~ i.'1 ·/'i.iJhl, 
contin 'Uo'Us. 
Proof See [5], p.19. 
(/11). /., • 
The following theore.m reveals the rela,tion::>l,rip beLwecu cOlltillUOUS local 
martingale and local LP -rnar tinga le . 
~ 
Th e o r em 1.4 Suppose X is a continuous local martingale and let r^ = 
> 0 :| - A,o | > k} for each k e N. Then for each p e [l,oo), 
X is a local 1/-martingale and {taJ is a localizing sequence for it. 
Proof. See [5], p. 19. 
Q.E.D. 
We now investigate some properties of an important kind of stochastic 
processes in option pricing theory. 
By a Brownian motion B in R"^  we mean a stochastic process which has 
the following properties : 
(i) for 0 < s < t < oo, Bt —丛 is a normally distributed random variable with mean zero and variance matrix (t — for a given deterministic 
matrix C; 
(ii) for 0 S fo < � 1 < .•.〈之/ < oo,{Bt,]Bt, - Bt k = 1, .•.,/} is a set 
of independent random vectors. 
One would naturally ask whether there exists a Brownian motion or not. 
Before answering this question, we first quote the following definition. 
Definition. Let RJo’°^ ) denote the set of all real-valued functions on [0, oo). 
An n-dimensional cylinder set in R[o，⑷）is the set of the form 
A}, 
where U G [0,oo),z 二 1,...，n and A e We use >2^(R[o，°°)) to denote 
the smallest cr-algebra containing all the cylinder sets in RJ� ’�). 
The following theorem points out that there exists a Brownian motion. 
The proof can be found in [21], p.55. 
Theorem 1.5 There exists a probability measure P on (RJ。，�），；^(RJ。，�）)), 
and a stochastic process W on the same space, such that under the probability 
measure P，W is a Brownian motion. 
We say that a Brownian motion B starts at x if P{Bo — x) = I. A 
Brownian motion with continuous paths, with C = I where I is the identity 
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matrix and with Bq = x for some a： G R" , is called a standard Browniaii 
motion. 
Let B be a standard Brovvnian mot,ion. We always associate a, liliraiion 
{^t} with B, where Tt = cr(B, : 0 < s < I)： It is easy to see tliai /i is a martingale with respect to the filtration generated by itself, a,s long iis -^ (1 Bo I) < oo. Moreover, it is well known ihat any Brownian motion lias a, 
continuous modification. Hence we shall adopt the continuous mod ifi cat ion 
in dealing with any Browniaii motion. The next two theoreiris describe some 
of the basic properties of a Brown ian motion. 
Th e o r em 1.6 Let B he a one-dinierisional Brownian motion with 二（）. Then Mt 二 Bj — t is a inar ting ale. 
Proof. See [25], p. 18. 
Q.E.I). 
Th e o r em 1.7 For almost surely all u, the sample paths i —> Bi\uj) of a 
Brownian motion B are of unbounded variation on any initrval. 
Proof. See [25], p.19. 
Q.IU). 
Theorem 1.7 in fact shows that almost all the pat lis of a 1 brownian motion 
are of unbounded variation on compact sets. It is this fact tliai iriak(is ilic 
difficulties in defining an integral with a, Brownian motion as boili inioigraiicl 
and integrator, which cannot be defined by simple paXh-by-path iniegratioii. 
1.2 Stochastic Integration 
In this section, we consider the stochasic integral which has the Ibrni 
I X dM\ 
Mt] 
where M is a right continuous local martingale and X is a, pioccss satisfy-
ing certain measurability and integrability assumptions, such thai ilie family 
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of the stochastic integrals {J^Q^^XdM^t G R+} is still a right continuous 
local martingale. 
Let 71 be the family of all subsets of R+ x H with the form {0} x Fq 
or X F, where Fq G J^q and F e Ts ioi s < t m R+. Members of 
are called predictable rectangles. The (j-algebra V of subsets of R+ x 
generated by 71 is called the predictable cr-algebra and members of V are 
called predictable sets. A function X : R+ x H R is called predictable if 
X is 7^-measurable. 
For stopping times rj and r , the set 
r/,T] == e R+ X n : 7]{lo) < t < r{uj)} 
is called a stochastic interval. The other kinds of stocahstic intervals are 
defined in a similar way. 
The (7-algebra O of subsets of R+ x 0 generated by all the stochastic 
intervals is called the optional a-algebra. Similarly, a function X : R+ x 0 ^ 
R is optional if X is O-measurable. 
We now investigate the relationship between V and O. Clearly, we have 
7Z C O and consequently V C O. The following theorems give some de-
scriptions about the relationships between V and O. All these results can be 
found in [5], p.27-28. 
Th e o r em 1.8 Stochastic intervals of the forms [0, r] and (77, r] are pre-
dictable. 
Th e o r em 1.9 If r is a predictable time, then [r, 00) is predictable. 
Th e o r em 1.10 All stochastic intervals of the following forms are predictable 
:(77, r] where both are optional; [77, r] and (r, t]) where rj is predictable and r 
is optional; [77, r) where both are predictable. 
Th e o r em 1.11 The predictable a-algebra is generated by the class of stochas-
tic intervals of the form [r, 00) where 丁 is a predictable time. 
Th e o r em 1.12 The optional a-algebra is generated by the class of stochastic 
intervals of the form [r, 00) where r is an optional time. 
Th e o r em 1.13 Every optional time is predictable if and only if every mar-
tingale has a continuous modification. 
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Let M be a right continuous L^-martingale. We now define a set function 
A on by 
A(Gs,力]xF) = E{1f{M^ - M^)) for F G and 5 < H n R+, 
A({0} X F) = 0 for F G J^o. 
We are particularly interested in the question that "Can A be extended 
to a measure on V!,,. The answer is affirmative, as shown by the following 
theorem : 
Th e o r em 1.14 The set function A defined above can be uniquely extended 
to a a-finite measure on V. 
Proof. See [5], p.52. 
Q.E.D. 
We denote the extended measure of A by fi. Let C? be the space x 
n , P , /i). In case we want to emphasize the role of M, we use the more 
explicit expression to denote the corresponding L^ space. 
We are now in a position to define the stochastic integral. When X is 
the indicator function of a predictable rectangle, the integral is defined as 
follows. For Fq G we have 
J 1{o}xf。g?M 三 0 
and ioi s < t in R+ and F G ^ s we have 
J Imxf^^Me liKM, —M,). 
Let S be the collection of the functions that are finite linear combinations 
of indicator functions of predictable rectangles. The members of S are called 
7?.-simple processes. Clearly, X can be written as the following form : 
n 
^ = Col{0}xFo + 
where c, G R,Fz G < U for 1 < z < n, Cq G R and FQ G J^o. Note that 
such representation is not necessarily unique. 
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The integral i X dM iox X ^ S is defined by linearity, as follows: 
J i=i 
where X has the above representation. It can be shown that the above 
definition is independent of the choice of the representation of X. 
Having defined the integral for 7^-simple process, we want to extend our 
definition to the space. Before doing so, we quote the following two 
theorems from [5]’ p.35-37. 
Th e o r em 1.15 For X ^ S we have the isometry from S onto its image in 
I?: 
E认 J XdMY�= LjxYdfiM. 
Th e o r em 1.16 S is dense in the Hilhert space C?, 
If we regard C? and I? as Hilbert spaces, the map X —>• f X dM is a 
linear isometry from the dense subspace S of C? into I? and hence it can be 
uniquely extended to a linear isometry from C? to i A For X G C? ^  one can 
define the stochastic integral by the image of the isometry. 
Let A2(P,M) denote the space of all X e V such that l[o,t]X G C? for 
each i G R+, where is 
(l[O’T]X)(s,u;) = for all [s,lo) 6 R+ X n. 
The following properties of the stochastic integrals stated in [5] are also 
useful in studying option pricing theory. 
Th e o r em 1.17 Let M he a continuous L]-martingale and X G , M) • 
Let Yt = / l[o,t]X dM. Then Y = {Yi, y G R+} is a zero-mean continuous 
L"^-martingale. 
Th e o r em 1.18 Let X e M). For s < t in R+ and any hounded and 
Ts-measurahle random variable Z, we have l{s,t]Z V-measurable, l(^s,t]ZX G 
M), and a.s. 
[ d M = Z [ XdM. J ， J (s,t] 
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Th e o r em 1.19 Let M be a continuous local martingale and X is a contin-
uous adapted process. Then X G M) and 
Tk = inf{^ >0:\Mt-Mo\V \X-t\> k} 
defines a localizing sequence for (X, M). 
We now extend the integral definition to the case of right continuous local 
iy^-martingale integrator. We just roughly sketch the procedures herewith. 
For details, one may refer to [5] or [25 . 
Let A(P, M) be the collection of the process X having a localizing se-
quence {Tk} for M such that M" = {MtAT�Mo,t G R+} is an X^-martingale 
and G M^) for each k. Such a sequence is called a localizing 
sequence for {X, M). Now we outline the proceduces for defining f X dM for 
right continuous local L^-martingale M and X G M). 
Let X G A{V,M) and {r^；} be a localizing sequence for {X,M). Then 
三{/[o’z]l[o，T;^ ]X(iM�^ G R+} is a right continuous local X^-martingale 
for each k. We then define Y = {/[�’幻 XcLM, t G R"*"} as the a.s. limit of 
the F^'s. To validate the above procedures, one needs to verify the following 
conditions : 
(i) for each k and almost all lo, = Vf^iu;) for all t G [0, t^] and 
m > k^ and 
(ii) the definition of Y is independent of the choice of a localizing sequence 
for (X, M), up to indistinguishability. 
For details of the proofs of the above assertions, one may refer to [5], p.45. 
The next theorem tells us that the property “ continuous local martingale" 
is preserved by stochastic integral. 
Th e o r em 1.20 Let M he a continuous local martingale and X he a con-
tinuous adapted process. Then X G M) and {JQ X dM,t G is a 
continuous local martingale. 
Th e o r em 1.21 Let M be a right continuous local martingale, X G M) 
and Yt = /[o,,] dM for all t > 0. Suppose Z G Then XZ G 
A{V,M) and a.s. for all t > 0， 
/ Z dY 二 f XZdM. 
J[o,t] J[o,t] 
The proofs of the above theorems can be found in [5], p.47-48. 
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1-3 Quadratic Variation Processes and Mu-
tual Variation Processes 
From this section and hereafter, we shall consider the integrator which is 
a continuous local martingale. Recall that a continuous local martingale is 
automatically a local Z^-martingale. 
Definition. For t 6 R+, a partition 7r< of [0,力]is a finite ordered subset 
^t = {^0,^1, ,tk} of [0,/] such that 0 二 to < h < …< tk 二 t. We denote 
the mesh of tt^  by 
“ t 三 max{| ti+i — ti |,z = 0,1, • • •, A; - 1}. 
Definition. The quadratic variation process of a continuous local martin-
gale M at time t, denoted by [M]“ is defined as 
'M]t 三 — (Mo)' -2 ft M dM. 
Jo 
The following theorem concerns some of the properties of the continuous 
local martingale, which are crucial to studying the properties of its quadratic 
variation process. The proof may be found in [5], p.76. 
Th e o r em 1.22 Let t G R"^ and {ttJ^, n G N } be a sequence of -partitions of 
0, t] such that = 0. Suppose M is a continuous local martingale 
and for each n let 
i 
where tt'^ C [0, . Then 
(i) if M is hounded, S^ converges to [M]t in -sense; 
(ii) S? converges in probability to [M]t. 
Since standard Brownian motion is one of the main ingredients in option 
pricing theory, one will be interested in its associated quadratic variation 
process. 
Th e o r em 1.23 Let B he a standard Brownian motion in R. Then [B] is 
indistinguishable from G R+}. 
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A process U is called increasing if U is adapted and the sample function 
is increasing on R+ a.s" A process V is called integrable if VT E P for each 
t' A process W is said to be locally of bounded variation if it is adapted and 
almost surely all the sample paths are of bounded variation on each bounded 
interval in R+. 
The following are some of the important properties of the quadratic vari-
ation process. For details, one may refer to [5] or [25 . 
Th e o r em 1.24 Let M he a continuous L"^-martingale. Then the following 
assertions hold. 
(i) [M] = t G R+} is a continuous integrable increasing process with 
'M]o = 0. 
(ii) {！0 M dM^ t G R+} is a continuous martingale with zero mean, 
(in) For X G M) and for each t. we have 
E{[\x,Yd[Ml)= f 1^0, 
Jo JR+xQ, 
Th e o r em 1.25 Let M he a continuous local martingale that is locally of 
hounded variation. Then 
P{Vt = Vo for allte R+) = 1. 
We now define the mutual variation process associated with two contin-
uous local martingales. 
Definition. For continuous local martingales M and N, their mutual 
variation process [M, N] is defined as 
；M, N]三 + TV] — [Af — TV]). 
If M is a continuous local martingale and X G M), we use X • M 
to denote the process defined by 
(X • M)t = f Xs dMs. Jo 
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It is well known that if M and N are continuous local martingales and X， e M), a.s. we have for all t, 
[X -M^Y- N]t = f XsYs d[M, N]s. Jo 
We have already seen that [B]t 二 t a.s. if J5 is a standard Brownian 
motion in R. So for any multi-dimensional standard Brownian motion, we 
have the following theorem : 
Th e o r em 1.26 Let B he a standard Brownian motion in R" .^ Then [B% = 
0 i f i ^ j . , 
1.4 The Ito Formula 
The Ito formula is one of the most important tools in studying option pricing 
theory. Its usefulness can be shown in the classical paper of Black and Scholes 
3]. In their paper, they used the Ito formula to derive the widely called 
Black-Scholes differential equation : 
where f is the price of European option, S is the stock price, t is the time in 
year, r is the interest rate and a is the volatility of the stock price. Hence one 
can derive the price of an European option by solving the partial differential 
equation. In fact the most beautiful thing is that one can transform stochastic 
things to deterministic things, which are easier in nature, by mean of the 
fantastic Ito formula. Nowadays, the Ito formula is an indispensable tool in 
option pricing theory. 
Here we state the Ito formula in one-dimensional and multi-dimensional 
forms. Then we shall state its generalized version and some of the varieties. 
For details of the proofs, one may refer to [5], [21] or [25 . 
Th e o r em 1.27 One-Dimens iona l I to Formula Let M he a continuous 
local martingale and V he a continuous process which is locally of hounded 
variation. Let f be a continuous real-valued function defined on R^ such that 
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the partial derivatives /i,/� and fu exist and are continuous for all {xi,X2) in R^. Then a.s., we have 
f{M,,Vt)-f{Mo,Vo) = / V i (风,K )现 
+ f h{M,,Vs)dV, Jo 
L Jo 
We emphasize that the above integral is not defined via path-by-path 
but stochastically. In practice, one usually writes the Ito formula in the 
” differential f o rm" : 
= h{MuVt)dM, + f2{MuVt)dV, + 




Theorem 1.28 Multi-Dimensional Ito Formula Let m G N and n G N. 
Let M^ he a continuous local martingale for 1 < i < m and V^ be a continuous 
process which is locally of bounded variation for 1 < k < n. Suppose that D 
is a domain in such that a.s. 
takes values in D for all t. Let f(x,y) be a continuous real-valued function 
of (x^ y) G D such that f is of class C^{D). Then a.s. we have 
m 
/(ZO - f{Zo) 二 E / MZs)dM： 
2One cannot talk about the derivative of a Brownian motion in classical sense because 
almost surely all the sample paths of the Brownian motion are of unbounded variation. 
One should talk about the derivative of Brownian motion in generalized sense. See [1] or 
21] for details. 
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k=l JO 
1 m m 广尤 
For a multi-dimensional standard Brownian motion, we have the following 
Ito formula : 
腦-f{Bo) = E r HBs) dB： + I 广 Af{B,)ds 
i=i 丄 Jo where A / is the Laplacian of f. The Ito formula can be used to characterize standard Brownian motion 
in R. For details of the proof, one may refer to [5], p.117. 
Th e o r em 1.29 A process M is a Brownian motion in R if and only if there 
is a standard filtration {Tt} such that {Mt,J^t} is a continuous local martin-
gale with quadratic variation [M] satisfying 
M]t — t a.s. for all t. 
One may encounter a situation that J\ and f22 exist a.e.. In such case, 
the Ito formula stated above is not applicable. We now give a generalized 
Ito formula that is applicable in this situation but with the restrictions that 
Vt — t and Mt = Bt where t is the time variable and Bt is a one-dimensional 
standard Brownian motion. Before we state the generalized Ito formula, we 
need some definitions. 
Definition. A Brownian local time at a G R with respect to a Brownian 
motion in R is defined as 
1 ft 
Lt{a,uj) = 2 y^ 6�Bs{uJ) - a�ds 
where S is the Dirac delta function.^ 
Let / be a convex from R to R. Since D+ f is increasing, it induces a 
regular Borel measure // on R defined by 
fx{{a,b]) = D^{b) - D-^{a) 
for all a < 6 in R. For details, one may refer to [25] or [26]. We now state 
the generalized Ito formula. 
^Clearly the definition is in distributional sense. 
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Th e o r em 1.30 Genera l i z ed I to Formula Let f : R — R be a convex 
function and he the measure on R induced by D+f. Then for each t, we 
have a.s. 
ft 1 fOO 
f(Bt) - f{Bo) = / D+f(Bs) dBs^- L{t, x) dfi{x). JQ L J—oo 
For details of the proof, one may refer to [5] p.185 or [21] p.214. 
Although the above generalized Ito formula deals with a quite general 
class of functions, it lacks some computational advantages. The following 
theorem is really a device to overcome the difficulty. For the proof of the 
theorem, one may refer to [5], p.149. 
Th e o r em 1.31 Let f be Borel measurable and locally integrahle on R, then 
for each t we have a.s. 
厂 L{t,x)f{x)dx= t f{Bs)ds. 
J-oo Jo 
With the above two theorems, one can really deal with a two-variable 
real-valued function f where /i, f? and /n exist a.e" 
Th e o r em 1.32 Let / : R x R+ — H be a function with fi, f? and fu 
existing a.e" Then we have, a.e. 
f{Bt,t)-f{Bo,0) = f MB,, s)dBs 
Jo 
+ f h队 s�ds Jo 
1 广 
+ 77 / fn{Bs,s)ds. Z Jo 
1.5 Girsanov's Theorem 
The Girsanov's theorem tells us that a standard Brownian motion plus a 
“certain" drift under a probability measure can be "converted" to a standard 
Brownian motion under another probability measure. This is this fact that 
makes the risk-neutral valuation possible in the option pricing theory. The 
fact will be used from time to time in later chapter. In fact, Girsanov's 
theorem shares the same position as the Ito formula in the field of option 
pricing theory. 
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Th e o r em 1.33 Girsanov ' s Th e o r em Suppose X = {X{t,Lo) = uj{t),t G 
G 0} is an n-dimensional Brownian motion on the probability space 
(0, where H = {u; : [0,oo) is continuous} and T 二 : 
0 < s < oo). Let f : R/^  —> R/^  be a locally hounded Borel measurable 
function satisfying 
X . f{x) < C(l+ I X |2) for all x G R^, 
for some C > 0. If f is not bounded, we assume that XQ G L^. Then there 
is a probability measure Q on (H,^), equivalent to P on each Tt 三 : 
0 < s < t}, such that 
Xt =双 + � f i X s ) ds for all t G R+, Jo 
where B is an n-dimensional Brownian motion under Q. The relationship 
between P and Q is defined by 
'羞= e M j : 腳 X s — \ J : 綱 |2 ds) 
on ！Ft for each t G R+, where the stochastic integral is defined on the com-
pletion of the (n, JF, P). 
Proof. See [5], p.213. 
Q.E.D. 
The next three theorems state the relationships between positive super-
martingales, positive local martingales and positive martingales. The proofs 
can be found in [9 . 
Th e o r em 1.34 A positive process X : [0, T] x 0 ^ R " is a martingale if 
and only if it is a supermartingale and E{Xt) = Xq. 
Th e o r em 1.35 Every positive local martingale is a supermartingale. 
Together with the above two theorems, we immediately get the following, 
which is useful in chapter four. 
Th e o r em 1.36 A positive local martingale X : [0, T] x 0 ^ R'^  is a mar-
tingale if and only if E{XT) 二 ^o. 
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1-6 Stochastic Differential Equations 
In papers dealing with option pricing theory, one always observes that any 
stock price S always follows the following so called geometric Brownian mo-
tion : 
dS = fiSdt + aSdB 
where jj, and a are constants and 5 is a standard Brownian motion. One will 
naturally ask whether such equity price process exists or not. This section is 
devoted to answer this question. 
We first consider the stochastic differential equation of the following form 
dX{t) = a{X{t))dB{t) + b(X(t))dt, 
where B is an n-dimensional standard Brownian motion starting from the 
origin and cr : R ^ — R爪� R” and 6 : R"^ R"^ are Borel measurable 
functions. The symbol R"^ � R/“ denotes the space of all m x n real-valued 
matrices. For A e R"^ (g) the norm || A || of A is defined as 
m n 
We shall consider the case for the coefficients a and b in the above equation 
which satisfy the following uniform Lipschitz conditions: 
I (7{x) — a{y) II S /( I a; — • I, and 
K^) - Ky) \ < \ X - y 
for some constant K > 0 and x, y E R. Like the case of ordinary differential 
equation, the existence case can be proved by Picard-like iterations. Details 
of the proofs can be found in [5] or [21. 
Th e o r em 1.37 Suppose that a and b are hounded and satisfy the uniform 
Lipschitz conditions. Let B be a Brownian motion martingale on a filtered 
probability space {J^t}, P) such that B{0) = 0 P-a.s., and X{0) be an 
J^Q-measurahle random vector. Then there exists a unique {B x J^)-measurable 
and adapted solution X of the stochastic differential equation 
Xit) = X{0) + f a{X{s))dB{s)+ fb{X{s))ds 
Jo Jo 
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/or all t > 0. The law of the solution is uniquely determined hy cr, b and the 
laws ofX{0) and B. 
We now turn to the case where a and b satisfy the local Lipschitz condition 
and also a growth condition at infinity : 
(i) Local Lipschitz Conditions : For each R > 0, there exists a constant 
KR > 0 such that for all x,y E R/"" satisfying | a: |, | ^ | < i^, 
I (^{x) - (T{y) \\< Kr \ X - y and 
60) — b{y) \<KR\x-y . 
(ii) Growth Condition : There exists a constant K > 0 such that for all 
rc G 
I a{x) ||2< /((1+ I |2), and 
a; . b{x) < K{l-\- I X |2). 
Th e o r em 1.38 Suppose that a and b satisfy the local Lipschitz condition and 
the growth conditions. Let B be a Brownian motion martingale on a filtered 
probability space (0, JF, P) such that B{0) 二 0 P-a.s., and X(0) be an 
J^o-measurable random vector. Then there exists a unique continuous adapted 
solution X of the stochastic differential equation 
= (j{X{s))dB{s)+ f ' b { X { s ) ) d s Jo Jo 
for all t > Q. The law of the solution is uniquely determined by the laws of 
X(0) and B. 
Before ending this section, we give the definitions of strong and weak 
solutions of a stochastic differential equation. 
Definition. Let (H,^, P) be a complete probability space. Suppose that 
there are an n-dimensional standard Brownian motion B defined on this 
space which starts at origin, and an n-dimensional random variable ^ such 
that B is independent o f L e t {J；} be the standard filtration generated 
by B{s) ioi 0 < s < t and the P-null sets in J^. A strong solution of the 
stochastic differential equation 
X{t)^X{0)+ f a{X{s))dB{s)^ fb{X{s))ds 
J 0 0 
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is a continuous n-dimensional process X defined on (H, P) such that the 
following conditions hold : 
(i) X is adapted to the filtration {Tt}', 
(ii) X(0) = ^ P-a.s-
(iii) /o{| h{X{s)) I + II \\^}ds < oo P-a.s. for all t > 0; 
(iv) the stochastic differential equation holds P-a.s. for all t > 0. 
Definition. Let // be a Borel probability measure on R"^. Let 5 be a con-
tinuous m-dimensional Brownian motion martingale and X is a continuous 
adapted n-dimensional process. A weak solution of the stochastic differential 
equation 
X{t) = X{0) + a{X{s))dB{s)+ f ' b { X ( s ) ) d s Jo Jo 
with initial law /i on a filtered complete probability space (O,^, 
satisfies the following conditions : 
(i) X(0) has a distribution fv, 
(ii) /o{| b{X{s)) I + II \\^}ds < oo P-a.s. for all t > 0; 
(iii) the stochastic differential equation holds P-a.s. for all t > 0. 
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Chapter 2 
Pricing American Equity 
Options 
Traditionally, the prices of the American options are calculated by using the 
binomial method or the finite clifFerence method. However, both two methods 
have the following disadvantages : 
(i) They offer no intuition to the sources of the values of the American 
options. 
(ii) They are not able to give some comparative statics results. 
(iii) They require a long computational time : both methods are of order 
n\ 
Although it is the usual market practice to use the above methods, they are 
of no theoretical interest. Recently, there are some people using different 
techniques to derive different pricing formulae for American options. These 
kinds of formulae help us focus on the sources of values of the American 
options. Moreover, they offer some comparative statics analysis. These are 
the advantages that the previous methods fail to provide. However, a long 
computational time is still needed to determine the option value. 
The main difference between the pricing models of European options and 
American options is that one has to determine or estimate the optimal exer-
cise boundaries during the processes of the determination of the prices of the 
American options, which is not the case for European options. This explains 
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why pricing American options is more difficult than pricing European option 
and in fact, more time for computation is needed. 
In this chapter, we shall study some recently developed representation 
formulae for the American options. In order to give a unify approach, we 
only deal with the American put option. The case of American call option 
can be handled likewisely. In addition, we assume that the interest rate is 
constant when the option is still alive. In general, the prices of American 
options are composed of two parts : the value of the reward at termination 
and the value of the early exercise feature. This result is mainly due to 
the free boundary formulation given by McKean in 1965 and further by Van 
Moerbeke in 1976. We shall follow the free boundary formulation closely and 
derive two representation formulae of American put option based on this 
formulation. 
The outline of this chapter is as follows. Firstly we study a representation 
formula for the European put option, which is useful later in this chapter. 
Secondly we turn to the free boundary formulation of the American put 
option and some representation formulae are derived. Finally we study some 
properties of the optimal exercise boundary. Some implementation issues on 
the representation formulae of the American put option are briefly discussed 
as well. 
2.1 A Representation Formula for European 
Put Option 
Before we study different representations of the price of American put option, 
we first derive a representation formula for the price of European put option. 
To start with, we assume an ideal market, nonsatiate agents and fixed 
interest rate. Also we suppose that the price of the underlying security S{V) 
of European put option follows the geometric Brownian motion 
dS{t) - (//- d)S{t) dt + aS{t) dB{t) 
where fj, is the appreciation rate, d is the dividend rate, a is the volatility 
and B{t) is the standard Brownian motion. By setting up an instantaneous 
riskless portfolio, one can show that the price of European Put option p{t) 
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satisfies the following famous Black-Scholes equation : 
rp = Pt-\-{r- d)Sps + ^a^S'^pss-
where r stands for the constant continuously compounding interest rate. The 
boundary condition for European put option is 
p{s,T) = {K-sy 
where T is the time to maturity and K is the exercise price of European 
put option. The solution for the above problem is well known, given by the 
famous Black-Scholes formula. However, such a representation does not pro-
vide good interpretation on the structure of price of the option. We are now 
going to derive a better representation formula for the price of European put 
option. This formula can help us to understand how the price of European 
option comes from. 
Let J^t be the filtration assoicated with the stochastic process B{t) and 
Q be the probability measure on J^t such that B{t) is the standard Brow-
nian motion under Q. By Girsanov's theorem (see section 1.5), there exists 
another probability measure Q which is equivalent to Q on ！Ft such that 
B{t) = B(t) + ^ ^ t a 
is still the standard Brownian motion under Q. Invoking this result, the 
process for which S{t) follows becomes 
dS{t) = (r- d)S{t) dt + aS{t) dB{t) 
under Q. As S) is C^'^ for t < T, hy the Ito formula, we have Q a.e. 
Jo 
+ f\-'-''p(S{u),u)du Jo 
+ f e-''''ps(S(u),u)(r-d)Sdu Jo 
+ f e-'ys{S{u),u){aS) dB{u) Jo 
Jo I 
= � ( 风 w ) , u){aS) dB{u) Jo 
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The last equality holds because p{S,t) satisfies the Black-Sdioles equation. 
Suppose that ps{S,t) is bounded. By taking the expectation E with respect 
to Q on both sides, the stochastic integral term vanishes. Consequently, we 
have 
Substituting t = T,we then obtain 
The above representation formula illustrates that the value of a European 
option is the expected value of the discounted payoff at the time to maturity 
in a risk-neutral economy. It can be easily converted to the famous Black-
Scholes formula by noting that In is a normal distribution, with mean 
In S(0) {r — d — and variance aH : 
where J\f is the standard cumulative normal distribution, 
log 悬 + (r - " + l�2)t ayi 
and log • + (r - (f — � t 
(Jyjt 
2.2 The Free Boundary Formulation of Amer-
ican Put Option 
Hereafter, unless otherwise stated, we always assume an ideal market, nonsa-
tiate agents, constant continuously compounding interest rate r and the price 
of the underlying security S{t) of American put option follows the geometric 
Brownian motion 
dS(t) = {fi- d)S{t) dt + aS{t) dB{t) 
where fi is the appreciation rate, d is the dividend rate, a is the volatility 
and B{t) is the standard Brownian motion defined on time set [0, T] where 
T is the time to maturity and a complete probability space Q). 
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Consider an American put option on an equity with the strike price K 
and the time to maturity T. Let P{S,t) be the option price at time t with 
t G [0’ T] and at equity price S with 5 > 0. Then the price of American put 
option is determined as 
P{S,t)三 sup — Srf I = 
T<T-t 
where r is a stopping time with respect to the filtration generated by the 
Brownain motion in the equity price process. One can show that the form of 
the solution of the above optimal stopping problem is to exercise the option at 
the first time that St, the price of the underlying equity, falls below a certain 
critical price, says, Ct at time t. With this structure of the solution, the 
entire state-time region is divided into two partitions, namely the stopping 
region S and the continuation region C, defined by 
and P[S,t) = K-S] 
and 
(：三{(6； t):力 G [0, T] a n d P{S, t) > K - S}. 
The two regions can be written in the following equivalent forms : 
5 三{(6； t) : t e [0, T] and 0<S < Ct} 
and 
C 三{(S,t) : t G [0,r ] and Ct < S < oo}. 
Moreover, Ct is shown to be indepentent of the current equity price level and 
can be determined without the knowledge of the option price. Furthermore 
the critical price level Ct is nondecreasing : there is no reason why we exercise 
the put with longer maturity but still hold the put with shorter maturity. 
The fact will be proved later in this chapter. Due to the nature of American 
put option, we assume that the option starts from the continuation region. 
In fact, the solution P{S,t) of the optimal stopping problem, together 
with the optimal exercise boundary, is the unique solution of the following 
free boundary problem. 
P{S,t) = max[0, K - S] on <S, (2.1) 
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t) = P人S, t) + (r - d)SPs{S, t) + ~^Pss[S, t) on C, (2.2) 
= (2.3) 
YimP{S,t) = 0 for all t, (2.4) 
YimP{S,t) = K-Ct for all t (2.5) 
and 
1. dP(S,t) ^ „ 
For details, one may refer to [17], [23], [29] or [31'. 
Equation (2.2) states that the American option satisfies the Black-Scholes 
equation on C. Equation (2.3) states the payoff of the American put at 
maturity. The value-matching conditions (2.1) and (2.5) state that the put 
price is continuous at the optimal exercise boundary. Equations (2.1) and 
(2.6) are known as the high-contact conditions which imply that the slope 
with respect to S is continuous. Equations (2.5) and (2.6) are called the 
smooth-fit conditions. 
In addition, the optimal stopping formulation does give some properties 
of P{S, T). First we have P{S,t) > 0 for all 5 > 0 and t < T. It can be 
proved by noting that for S > K and t < T^ we have 
where 
T 二 inf{w 2 0 : S 八力. 
Moreover, it can easily be proved that P[S, t) is decreasing in S for fixed t 
and increasing in t for fixed S. The first is trivial and the second is due to 
the fact that if r is admissable for the time horizon t, it is also admissable 
for the time horizon u iov u > t. 
Before ending this section, we point out that from the above formulation, 
it can be easily seen that neither 署 nor is continuous at the exercise 
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boundary. The reason is that the parabolic operator will smooth out the dis-
continuouity of the initial data but however, the initial data is still endowed 
with the bad behaviour. Thus P{S, t) is only piecewise twice continuously 
difFerentiable with respect to S and piecewise continuously differentiable with 
respect to t on the whole state-time space. 
With the above observation, we are now in a position to study some rep-
resentation formulae of the American put option, we shall use the notations 
stated in this section consistently unless otherwise states. 
2.3 A Representation Formula for American 
Put Option 
In this section, we state a representation formula for American put option. 
The case of American call option can be treated in a similar fashion. We 
then prove the representation formula in three different approaches. The 
reason why there are three proofs with different approaches is due to the 
close relationships between the heat equation and Brownian motion. For 
details of these relationships, one may refer [5] or [21 . 
Th e o r em 2.1 Let P(S,0) and p(S,0) be the prices of the American put op-
tion and the corresponding European put option with time to maturity T 
and strike price K. Then on the continuation region, we have the following 
representation : 
P{S, 0) = E-RT尉MAX(0 , ST — K) | 5'O = 5 ] 
+ / E - ' ' E [ { R K - dSt)<l>{CT - ST) | = 5 ] dt Jo 
together with the exercise boundary condition 
dP 
蔽(C“ t ) = -1 for all t 
or 
JP[Cut"j = K -Ct for allt. 
In fact, the above representation can be written more explicitly as follows : 
P{S,0)=p{S,0)+J^ [-dSe-''jV[-hi{S, t, Ct)] + rKe-''Af[-h2{S, t, Ct)]] dt 
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The above explicit representation can be obtained by noting that the 
random variable In S is normally distributed, with mean In S{0)-\-{r-d-\(T^)t 
and variance aH. 
To interpret the above representation, we use the American put option 
to duplicate the corresponding European put option. Consider the following 
strategy : 
(i) Buy an American put at time 力=0. 
(ii) When the equity price falls to Ct dollars, sells short a unit of the un-
derlying equity, exercise the option and save K in a money market 
account. Also one has to pay the dividend to the buyer of the equity, 
if any, by lending from the money market. 
(iii) When the equity price rises to Ct dollars, buy back a unit of the under-
lying equity and an option with time to maturity T — thy drawing the 
K dollars from the money market account. Keep the accural interest 
in the account. 
(iv) At the time to maturity, simply exercise the option, if it is in the money 
and receive the same payoff as the corresponding European put option. 
The opening cost of this strategy is the price of the American put option 
and no extra cost is involved in this strategy. The expected value of the 
discounted payoff is, however, divided into two parts. The first part is the 
expected value of the discounted payoff of the corresponding European put, 
which is the first term of the right side of the representation formula. The 
second part is the expected value of the discounted amount rK — dS, since we 
shall save the money in a money market account and sell the corresponding 
equity, resulting in receiving interest from the money market account and 
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paying dividend of the equity to the buyer. This corresponds to the second 
term of the right hand side of the representation formula. 
It is well known that the American call option will not be exercised early 
if the underlying equity does not pay dividend and one plans to hold the 
equity at the time to maturity of the option. Moreover, the American call 
option will not be exercised even if one does not plan to hold the stock at 
the time to maturity. It is because the value of the American call option 
is always greater than (S 一 K^ and one prefers to sell the option rather 
than to exericse it. Unlike the case of the American call option, it remains 
uncertain that the American put option will be exercised early or not, even 
if the underlying equity does not pay dividend and one plans to hold the 
equity at the time to maturity of the option. 
We now provide the first proof, which is taken from [18 . 
Let C be the linear parabolic differential operator 
C = dt + {r- y)Sds + — r. 
We want to construct another differential equation for which the price of put 
option will satisfy in the entire state-time space. In the continuation region 
C, we have 
CP(S,t) = 0 
while in the stopping region, we have 
P{S,t) = K -S. 
We now calculate the term CP in the stopping region. 
CP{S,t) = C{K - S) 
=dS - rK 
Define <{){x) by 
(t){x) 二 0 if a; < 0 
二 1 otherwise. 
Then by substitution, we can write the pricing problem as 
CP[S,t)^{dS-rK)ct>[Ct-S) 
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P{S, T) = max(0, K - S) for all 5 > 0, 
dP 
— = -1. for all 0 < ^ < T. 
By Duhamel's principle^ , together with the conditions imposed above, the 
inhomogenous equation can be solved as 
P{S, 0) = e—r了尉max(0, St — K) | ^o = 5"] 
+ / e-''E[{rK - dST)(t>iCt - St) | ^o = dt. 
J 0 
Together with the condition 
dP 
one can ready determine the price of American put option. This ends the 
first proof. 
In the second proof, we use the Ito formula to derive the explicit repre-
sentation. This method is given by [4]. 
Let Z(St,t)三 e-rtp(St,t�be the discounted American put price. Note that P{S, t) is convex in S for all t, piecewise continuously differentiable in t for all S and piecewise twice continuously differentiable in S for all t. So 
Z{St^t) is endowed with such properties. By the generalized version of the 
iThe Duhamel's principle can be stated in the following form : let VF{S,t; r) solves 
Cv{S,t\T) = 0 5 > 0 and / < r 
厂 ^  二 nS�r) 5 > 0 
where r is a fixed positive parameter, C is the parabolic operator prescribed before and 
F is a piecewise continuous function defined on R+ x [0, T ] . Then 
fT 
UF{S,t) = J VF{S,t; t) dr 
satisfies 
Cu{S, t) = F(S, t) 5 > 0 and / < r 
u(S,T) = 0 S>0 
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Ito formula (see section 1.4), we have 
rT (j2q2 
+ Jo 
Substituting Z(S,t) by into the above formula, it turns out that 
Jo 
rT n2 
+ Jo t) + t) - t)] dt 
Note that the terminal condition is P{S,T) 二 max(0, K - S). By virtue of 
Girsanov's theorem, there exists a probability measure Q, equivalent to Q, 
such that 
dSt 二（r _ d)St dt + aSt dB 
1 � • • � where ^ is a Brownian motion under Q. By the facts that 
and P(5', t) satisfies the Black-Scholes differential equation in the continua-
tion region, we have 
e-"max(0,/(-SV) = Po + {dS - rK) J^ dt 
RP 
+ / e-'-'aStPsiSut) dW. 
JO 
By taking the expectation with respect to the probability measure Q, we 
have the representation formula : 
P{S, 0) = St - K) | & = 
RJN 
+ / e—r化[(rA, - dST零t - St) | ^ 。^= dt. Jo 
This ends our second proof. 
The third proof offers some motivations on the structure of the American 
put option, which is given by [22]. In fact, this proof can be used to show 
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that the binomial method does give a fair price of the American option. In 
the proof, we confine ourselves in a risk-neutral economy so that the equity 
price process is a geometric Brownian motion stated as follows : 
dS{t) = {r- d)S{t) dt + fiS{t) dB{t). 
As we have already seen above, this can be done by virtue of Girsanov's 
theorem. In order to understand the proof, we adopt the notation that the 
variable t in the functions C{S,t), t), c(5, t) and p{S,t) represents the 
time to maturity. It should be mentioned that this change is effective in this 
proof only. 
Assume that the American put option can be exercised only at a finite 
number of points of time which are denoted by tk, where k 二 0，1, 2,. • •, n 
and 
T tk — h+i = At =— n 
for all k. Moreover, we assume that to — T. Denote the equity price and the 
exercise boundary at time U by Si and Ci respectively. Let 
be the transition probability density function of the equity price at tj given 
that the equity price is Si at time ti in the risk-neutral economy. 
Suppose that the American put option has only one period life. Then 
the value of the put, if still alive, must be the value of the corresponding 
European put. That is, 
PiSi.At) 二 piS^.At) 
= 知 A 《 ， + 仏 力 , G o ) ) 
where N is the cumulative normal distribution function, 
聯 〈 、 二 ^ 
and 
h2{S, AtJ<) = hi{S,t,K)-ay/At. 
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If the value of the American put is smaller than the immediate payoff {K — 
6^ 1), it is optimal to exercise the put immediately. This means that the 
exercise boundary Ci is implied by 
K 二 p(Ci,At). 
Now we move back one period. Then by the above discussions, we have 
roo 
J C\ 
+ 广 - 杯5'1, At; S2) dS, 
J 0 
二 厂 e-"K‘S'i, At)杯S'l, A力;52) dS\ 
J Ci 
+ 广 e - � K - 杯Si, A力;c/5i 
J 0 =P(‘S'2,2At) 
rC, 
+ / - ,S'i - c(,S'i，At)?�(5'i，A力;5'2) dS^. J 0 
The first term of the right hand side is the corresponding European put and 
the second term is, the early exercise premium. However, the second term 
can be rewritten as 
广 e - " ( / (-5 ' i )?K ‘S ' i ,A , ; 5 ' 2KS ' i 
Jo 
+ 广 — S�E-仏t + Kt-'^j^l^iSi, At； S2) dSi Jo 
by mean of the put-call parity of the European option, where c(<S', t) is the 
value of the corresponding European call option. Rearranging these terms, 
we have 
广 e-'UK(l - e-'rA” - S\(l - e — 仏勺) A t : SV) dS\ Jo 
+ 广 e-''-'ic(S\,Atytp(S\, At: S2) dSi. 
Jo 
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We would like to show that the last term is of order higher than At. This 
can be done by noting that 
0 < 广 e-气、Si, A佩Sh At; S2) dSi J 0 
< c(Ci, At) e-'-^Vl^i, A^; ^ 2) dSi. 
The first term of the right hand side tends to zero as At tends to zero. Using 
tlie facts that C2 tends to Ci as At tends to zero and > C2, the second 
term tends to zero as At tends to zero. These enable us to write the price of 
the two period American put option as 
+ 广 e-'\K{l - e - ’ — — e-必”)树知 A力;〜dS^ J 0 
where o(At) is the collection of the terms with order higher than A t In the same way, C2 can be obtained by 
By working backwards as shown before, one can prove by mathematical 
induction that at time t^ 
P(Sn,nAt) = p{Sn,nAt) -i- o{At) 
+ 一 广[(1 — ^ -dAt^Sk _ (1 — e - ’ / ( ] 
k=l Jo 
(n - k)At; S'n) dSk 
where Ck is the exercise boundary defined by 
K -Ck = P{Ck,k/\t). 
By taking the limit as At tends to zero and setting T — nAt, we eventually 
obtain 




⑴ 二 log 悬 + ( ,、-“ 
ay/i 
and 
⑴ 二 + 
ay/i 
This ends the last proof. 
2-4 An Alternative Representation Formula 
for American Put Option 
In this section, we shall present an alternative representation formula for 
the American put option. We shall use the compounded option approach as 
proposed in :7i. The keys to this representation formula are the assumptions 
That each exercise event is a discrete event and the value of the American 
put option is the expected value of the discounted future cashflows in a risk 
nentral economy. The cashflows arise because the put can be exercised at 
tiie nex： mstant At. or the following next instant 2At, if not previously ex-
ercised. or etc. Since the equity price process is assumed to be composed of 
a series of lognormal]}' distributed random variables. The correlation coeffi-
cient bef-veen the overlapping Brownian increments at time ti and i) is given 
DV 
' 二 C0”(ABlAB2) = ,1/2 
vrLer^ Ih: 二 Bt- — B(j and KJB�二 A : — Bo. We first divide the time interv^al 
'0. T iLto n irij^]] iutervals. v.-ith leu^th At. At each instant, v/e exercise the 
put J: it k -xill div^ aud the j^ a '^off from exercising the put is equal to the 
vaj^ j'； of tr.'^ put. 'ihi:- imp lied a critical price C't at each iiislant, at which 
ex'^jcw； occurs. 7 he critical price can be found by the methods rnentioned irj 
tL-^  w;tjorj- therj surrj up the present values of all the future payoffs. :� '�- " a t jmlarjl. v.'e ju'.t iulegrate the difference between the strike 
pryy-幼d ih'' '-^quity pr io-. 'er all the equity prices from z^ -ro to the 
c r i t j ^ ] p/j^ /： . ；t^ that j lie taut and find the present value of this term. Iii 
f ^ t , n to a ^/^n^r^poudirjg oue period European put option, f or 
do �&mc thing but one rnust exclude the case 
o r 
that the put option has been exercised at the former instant. Proceeding in 
the same way, we can approximate the value of American put option by the 
following expression : 
Ku2 — Sloi 
where u i and uj2 are 
= 仏 “ At), -d八C2At, 2A0,/^12] 
3A/), /?12, -pi3, -P23] + …， 
二 + e — “ A/), -(k{C2仏 2At), pu] 
= [ 似 C 八 “ 叫 d认C2At, 2At), 
and 
o\li 
d2{K,t) = (h - crVt. 




and A/2 and A/3 are the standard cumulative univariate, bivariate and 
trivariate normal distributions respectively. By the above arguments, if /\t 
tends to zero, the expression 
will converge to the put value. 
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T h e o r e m 2/2 ihi comrntu^ns used in this sect囊.the price of 
tath ^/n^c pna�K and time to maturity T 
P{S,0) = lim -
Ar—0 
I naer :he a Dove representation formula, we can view the American put 
a< 31： iiilinite series of the contingent payoffs, or a series of compounded 
opiions. However, in order to use this formula, one has to evaluate the 
siaiicara cnnmlanve univariate, bivariare. trivariate or even n-variate normal 
w]::cn iS more difficult than using numerical method on our 
？revic":5 represenraiion formula. In the last section of this chapter, we shall 
：二e ex:r;i?�:a:io二 lo deal with this situation. 
2.5 The Optimal Exercise Boundary 
[：二5 we 5iia_il examine some of the properties of the optimal exercise 
:，:,二：•ary. bc^zie oi ihese have been used to derive the representation formula 
of T二e American put option. 
Beiore "ive present some properties of the optimal exercise boundar}*. we 
:ir5: a vrhich is cruical for applications. 
\ D- = C-. rc ^  二 R is called a ^-section of the continuation 
o二 ：二亡 American put option problem. 
Th e o r em 2.3 Ine opiiraai tiervlst boundary 0\ at time t is increasing in t u^iQ cAort oy the .strike price K. 
Fr^of. Since P 5. t； is increasing in t for fixed .S', for any ^ > 0, 5 > 0 
c d c c > b. 二 
F -n-sj) > P(Ct + 6,T -t) 
TLe secoi-c inequality holds because C't — b G LU. Then for any 6 > 0, S > 0, 
vre C： — I s Z>:_j. So C:_j < C't and Ct is increasing in t. 
Bv (K-Sr on 'JK, ccj and PiSA} > 0 for all t < T, 
vre bo-e z K for a.11 t < T. Moreover. Ct < K and the result follows. 
Q.E.D. 
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As already noted, there is no reason to exercise the American put with 
longer time to maturity but still hold the one with shorter time to maturity. 
So Ct must be increasing in t. 
Th e o r em 2.4 The optimal exercise boundary Ct is right continuous. 
Proof. Since P{S, t) and g{S) = {K-S^ are continuous, the continuation 
region C = {{S,t) : P - g > 0} is open. Thus C is closed. Then there exists 
a decreasing sequence 力打,with t such that is in C � f o r all n. So we have C(t^) < Ct. This means that Ct is right continuous, by the fact that Ct is increasing in t. 
Q.E.D. 
Th e o r em 2.5 The optimal exercise boundary Ct is left continuous. 
Proof. To start with, we always have that P — g > 0 on the continuation 
region C, where g{S) = {K - 5)+. Now choose an increasing sequence t^ 
with limit t, and for any > 0, we have 
i^ (C“<Mn) - 我 +(^)�0. 
By taking limit we obtain 
P{Ct_ + S,t) - g{Ct_ + S) > 0. 
Since S is arbitrary, we have 
This means that Ct_ G Dt or Ct_ > Ct, which is a contradiction. 
Q.E.D. 
Th e o r em 2.6 The optimal exercise boundary at time to maturity has the 
following property : 
lim Ct = CT = K if d <r , and 
rK 
lim Ct = CT 二 if d > r . 
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Proof. Following theorem 2.1, we have 
Pp, t) = 0 + / [-dSe-''Ar[-h^{S, t, Ct)] + t, Ct)] dt. 
J 0 
Set S = Ct. Then the above representation becomes 
K-Ct = / ( e -明 - t ) A a - / ^ 2 ( C “ [ / ( ) ] - S e -収-,《,/()] 
rT + / [-dSe-^'J\r[-K {s, t, Ct)] + rKe-'-'Ml-h^iS, t, Ct)]] dt. 
J 0 Rearranging terms, we have 





{1— e - 啦 - — f de-'^'Afi-h.iCt.t.C,)] ds}-\ 
Jo 
By taking limit as t — T and using L'hospital rule if needed, the result 
follows. 
Q.E.D. 
By the above theorem, one can see that the optimal exercise boundary at 
time to maturity may not be the strike price of the put option, but depends 
on the interest rate and the dividend rate. This explains why we should be 
careful to choose the optimal exercise boundary at time to maturity when us-
ing numerical methods to determine the option price and the optimal exercise 
boundary. 
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2.6 Numerical Valuations of the Represen-
tation Formulae 
In this section, we go through some numerical details briefly on how to use 
the representation formulae to find the price of American put option. We 
first deal with the representation formula in section three of this chapter. 
The option price and the optimal exercise boundary can be approximated 
by a discretization of the representation formula and the value-matching or 
the high-contract conditions. First divide the interval [0,T] into n subinter-
vals, namely, 0 二 to < … < t^^ = T. Depending on r and d, we use theorem 
2.6 to determine the critical price Ct. NOW assume that 6^,+” . • .，Ct^  are found. We can find C � b y solving the equation 
P[Ct�tO 二 K-Ctt 
and obtain C^,. Clearly it is a nonlinear equation and a search algorithm is needed. Having found all the critical prices, one can really price the American 
put option by using the representation formula. 
Apart from direct numerical method, one may employ some analytic ap-
proximations of the optimal exercise boundary to evaluate the American 
option. To be a candidate of the approximations of the optimal exercise 
boundary, it must at least satisfy some of the properties of the optimal ex-
ercise boundary. For American put option, an example of such estimators is 
/ ( e——0 where ^ is a constant. Another example that is proposed in [2] is 
j^^-eVT^Tt + 召⑷(1 — for some constant B ^ and 0. 
As we have mentioned in section 2.3, the third proof in the same section 
can be used to prove that the binomial method gives a fair price of the 
American option. So the binomial method can be a tool to approximate this 
representation formula. 
We now deal with the second representation formula. The way we do 
it is through the extrapolation method. Instead of calculating the terms 
proposed before, we start to calculate the frist few option values with only 
one exercise period, two exercise periods, three exercise periods and so on. 
For convenience, we always assume that the exercise periods are evenly dis-
tributed in the lifetime of the options. Afterwards, we can employ the ex-
trapolation technique, for example, the Richardson extrapolation method, to 
extrapolate the option value with infinite number of exercise periods, that is, 
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o ? l � 二、么 w e o:::y :he r - : four CQiions. we h^ve ihe following 
-^-：； -、 
:、一 ： 、 \ ：、 ’ ， ’ - _ _ . � - - ^ 4 - — — ：^ ——r 丄3. - r: - 了 - r-�. ；、 0 0 “ 
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Chapter 3 
The Effects of Margin 
Requirements on Option 
Prices 
In this chapter, the effects of the margin requirements on the prices of Eu-
ropean and American options will be discussed. In order to simplify the 
analysis, we suppose that the market is an ideal market, the interest rate is 
constant and the agents are nonsatiate. In addition, the market price S of 
the underlying equity is assumed to follow the following geometric Brownian 
motion : 
dS[t) - (r- d)S{t)dt + aS{t)dB{t) 
where r > 0 is the interest rate, d > 0 is the dividend rate and a > 0 is 
the volatilty of the underlying equity. Again the above representation of the 
equity process is due to the well known Girsanov's theorem. 
Almost all the option exchanges in the world, as usual, impose a margin 
requirement on option writers. Once such a requirement is imposed, the 
credit and default risks of the writers will be minimized. Of course, such 
a requirement will have some effects on the prices of options. The reason 
is obvious since no interest will be paid for the money depositing into the 
margin accounts. As the value of an option is the expected value of the 
discounted future cashflows, such value will change whenever the original 
cashflow patterns change. Moreover there is positive probability that the 
writer has to prepay in order to fulfill the margin requirement, it is expected 
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that the price of an option will generally increase. In this chapter, we shall 
show that for European options, the prices will increase by a factor that 
depends on the interest rate and the time to maturity only. On the other 
hand, the American options do not inherit such a nice property. 
In Hong Kong, there is only one exchange traded option, namely the Hang 
Seng index option, traded in the Hong Kong Future Exchange. The Hong 
Kong Future Exchange imposes a margin requirement on Hang Seng index 
option with the following rule : the amount in the margin account for an 
option writer must be able to cover the maximum loss of his portfolio under 
a change of a certain range of the index, which is set by the Hong Kong Future 
Exchange. For the members of Hong Kong Future Exchange, the range is 
set to be 土 400 points. For non-members, the usual range is 士 550 points. 
However, the portfolio here means a combination short or long positions of 
both the index futures and the index options. It is difficult to model this 
kind of situation since different writers may use different strategies or they 
must trade according to some guides from their managements. In order to 
simplify analysis, we assume that an option writer has to maintain his margin 
account at a level which is equal to the current option price every time the 
margin account is marking to market. Under such circumstances, the option 
writer must deposit the amount he has lost and can draw the amount he 
has gained. Thus, the option writer must draw the amount he has gained 
because no interest will be paid for the margin account. To explain the above 
idea, we use a call option as an illustration. 
At time ti, the option writer wrote an option contract at a price 
$1000. He then received $1000 from the buyer but due to the mark-
ing to market process, he had to deposit the premium in the margin 
account. 
At t ime�2, the price of the option was sold at time ti rose to $1200. 
Then he had to deposit $200 (1200 - 1000) in his margin account. 
At time 尤3, the price of the option fell down to $900. Now he draw 
$300 (1200 - 900) from his margin account. 
At time “，he closed his position by buying back an option with the same characters from the exchange. The price of the option was 
$800. Now he gained $200 in the above trading activities. 
For the ease of our analysis, we assume that the marking to market process 
is carried out continuously. This assumption enables us to use analytic tools 
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to model the real life situations. Throughout this chapter, we shall view the 
price of an option as the expected value of discounted future cashflows. 
3.1 Pricing European Options 
Before the pricing formula for European option is derived, we cite some 
definitions and notations first. Here we shall follow the setup of the binomial 
model. The details of the binomial model can be found in [16]. Again, we 
shall use the call option to illustrate the idea. 
Let Ci be the price of the call option at node z, r be the interest rate and 
q be the risk-neutral probability for which the up-state can be achieved. So 
l - q i s the risk-neutral probability for which the down-state can be achieved. 
At node 2, it is clear to see that the option writer should pay an amount 
C2 — ci and at node 3, he should pay an amount cs — ci. Thus at node 1，we have 
ci = — ci) + ci] + (1 —…[e—『么乂C3 - c：) + Ci] 
where At is the time for which node 1 goes to nodes 2 or 3. After simplifying, 
we obtain 
ci 二 qc2 + (1 - g)C3. 
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Using the fact that the limit of a binomial distribution is a normal distribu-
tion, we can express the call price c as 
c = E[[S 一 / ( ) + ] 
where K is the exercise price and E is the risk-neutral expectation operator. 
Note that the call option price differs from the price of the "ordinary" call 
option by a factor e—『了 where T is the time to maturity. Similarly the put price p is 
P = E[{K-Sy]. 
Writing more explicitly, we have the following theorem. 
Th e o r em 3.1 If there is a margin requirement on option writer which is the 
one we have assumed before, the prices of the European call option c and the 
European put option p can be written as 
c = (卜収專1) —/OV"�’ 
p = KAf{-d2) — Se�T-^N\-dJ 
where 
_ ln{S/K)-^{r-d-\-ay2)T 
1 二 WT , 
6,2 — di — 
and Af is the cumulative normal distribution. 
Due to the fact that and are the prices of ordinary European 
call and put options, where c and p are the prices of the European call and 
put options subject to the marking to market process, we have the following 
put-call parity. 
Th e o r em 3.2 Put-Cal l Par i t y Let the 'prices of the European call and put 
options be c and p respectively. Then 
c — Se�T-耶= p-K. 
Before ending this section, we remind that there is a difference between 
the binomial realization of the formulae in theorem 3.1 and the original bi-
nomial model. The difference is that instead taking the expectation of dis-
counted values of the up-state and down-state nodes, we simply take the 
expectation of the values of the up-state and down-state nodes. This can be 
justified by the argument used at the beginning of this section. 
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3.2 Pricing American Options 
We now turn to the case of American option. We shall follow the notations 
used in the section 3.1. But this time we change Q to Q to differentiate 
American and European options. With these, we write the call price at node 
1 as 
= max{5 — K, - Ci) + Ci] + (1 - - Ci) + C,]}. 
We now solve for Ci. Rewrite the above formula as 
二 max{6" - K,e-血�qC^ + (1 — q)C^) + (1 — e-d”Ci} . 
Then we show that the condition Ci> S - K equivalent to the condition 
qC2 + (1 — q)C2, > S - K. Moreover, if Ci > 5 - K, we have Ci 二 qCh + 
Suppose that Ci > S - K, we obtain 
Ci = — Ci) + Ci] + (1 - - Ci) + C：]} 
or 
C I = qC2 + (1 - q)C3 > S-K. 
On the contrary, if qC] + (1 - q)C2, > S — K^ we have 
+ (1 - q)C^) + (1 - e'^'^'C,) > - K) + (1 - eT'巧 
When Ci = — /(, we obtain 
S - K > + (1 - + (1 - e - ’ C i 
> S - K . 
However, this is a contradiction. This leads to 
Ci = … + ( 1 — 购 . 
By using the above result, we have 
Ci 二 max[5' — K,qC2 + (1 — q)C^]. 
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The above formula is the formula which can be used to price American op-
tions subject to marking to market process in the binomial model. The above 
formula, together with the put-call parity in theorem 3.2, enable us to de-
rive a more precise representation formulae for American options. Note that 
we shall assume the existence of optimal exercise boundary in the following 
theorem. 
Th e o r em 3.3 Let C，P, c and p be the prices of American call, American 
put, European call and European put options subject to the margin require-
men之 prescribed before, with time to maturity T and exercise price K. Further 
/e力 Ct and Pt be the optimal exercise boundaries for the American call and 
put options respectively. For the American call option, we have 
C{S, 0) 二 c{S, 0) + � � d - {S, t, Ct)) dt J 0 
and the optimal exercise boundary is determined by 
In the case of American put option, we have 
P{s, 0) = p{S, 0) + / V - t, Pt)) dt 
Jo 
and the optimal exercise boundary is determined by 
P{Pt,t) ^ K - P,. 
The function di is defined by 
and N is the cumulative normal distribution. 
Proof. The proof is similar to the third proof of theorem 2.1, with only 
mild modifications. Hence the proof is omitted. 
Q.E.D. 
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The above representation formulae, unfortunately, do not admit any sat-
isfactory financial interpretations. The reason is that no interest is paid for 
the margin account. However, it can be observed that the American call 
option is still not optimal to exercise early if the underlying equity pays no 
dividends at all and one plans to hold the equity at the time to maturity of 
the option. It should be noted that the formulae here coincide with the for-
mulae in theorem 2.1 if r = 0. This is because there is no difference whether 




General Pricing Theory 
In this chapter, we shall study how to price options, both interest rate options 
and equity options, in a stochastic interest rate economy. The reasons to 
study these topics are obvious as the interest rates fluctate substantially 
from time to time and the traditional models do little to account for this 
effect and sometimes do have some internal inconsistencies. Let us take an 
interest rate cap for an illustration. Traditionally, one will simply use the 
Black-Scholes model to price the interest rate cap. But in fact, it is highly 
inconsistent because the Black-Scholes model assumes that the interest rate 
is deterministic and the underlying asset, which is also the interest rate in 
this case, follows a geometric Brownian motion. Another example which can 
be used for another illustration is a bond option. Although it is a market 
practice to adopt the Black-Scholes model, it is of theoretical interest to see 
if there are some consistent models that can improve the situation. 
This chapter consists of five main parts. Firstly, in order to simplify 
our analysis, we shall perform some technical transformations on our price 
processes. Secondly we shall study a no arbitrage condition, which can guar-
antee that there is no arbitrage opportunity. Thirdly we shall deal with the 
completeness of market, a term which will be defined later. In short, com-
pleteness means that all contingent claims can be priced consistently. Also 
we shall study the term structure of interest rate and illustrate how to price 
interest rate options. Finally, we shall see how equity options can be priced 
in a stochastic interest rate economy. 
Before we go further, we emphasize here again that the market we assume 
is an ideal market and the agents are nonsatiate. But there is a difference 
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： t h e interest rate is no longer constant and in fact, the whole term struc-
ture of interest rate is driven by a stochastic process. Clearly, this process 
can not be assigned arbitarily because such a process may permit arbitrage 
opportunities. We shall see later in this chapter what conditions should be 
imposed on this process in order to eliminate any arbitrage opportunity. 
4.1 Transformations of Price Processes 
Let {Ti], Q) be a complete probability space and [0,T] is the trading 
interval. Then we assume that there are TV + 1 securities, with the zeroth 
security ^o as the investment in a money market account. The other N 
securities being other market securities. For all t G [0,T], they follow the 
following price processes : 
dSo{t) = r{t)So{t)dt 
and 
N 
dSkii) = {nit) - dk{t))Sk{t)dt + • 卿 ( 料 ⑴ 
i=0 
where r(t) is the spot rate at time t, fikit) is the capital appreciation rate 
of the security k, df,{t) is the dividend rate of the security k, ai{t) is the 
volatility of the factor i and Bi is a standard Brownian motion with respect 
to Q, k = 1广、N and i = 0,. • •, TV. Note that the functions mentioned 
can be deterministic or stochastic, we shall assume that the money market 
account satisfies 
0 < So{t) < oo a.e. Q. 
Let t G [0, T] be the filtration generated by the N indepentent Brow-
nian motions as above. We shall assume here that all the filtrations con-
sidered afterwards are generated by the corresponding Brownian motions. 
Apart from these conditions, we also impose the additional conditions that 
di{t)^ " ‘ � and also CFj{t) are jF^-adapted processes, jointly measurable and 
bounded in [0, T] x n, for all z = 1，…，TV and j = 0,. . . , N. 





where k = 1,... ,N. By the above transformations, we note that the zeroth 
security has a constant price 1. This means that in the transformed economy, 
the return is zero if the investment is riskless. It is easy to check that Zk{t) 
follows the following price process : 
N 
dZk{t)=(幽—r(t))Zk(t)dt + Ys � dBi(t), k = l,…，N. 
i=0 
The intuition is clear. All the securities other than the zeroth security do 
not pay any dividend. In fact, one can interpret that the dividend paid , if 
any, is again invested in the original security. Unless otherwise specified, we 
shall assume that Z^ follows the above processes for all k = 0,..., N. From 
now on, we shall refer Z as the discounted price process. 
Before ending this section, we introduce some notations that will be useful 
later in this chapter. 
Given a complete filtered probability space { ^ J , Q) and a trading 
time interval [0, T], we say that X is a contingent claim if it is a nonnegative 
square integrable random variable which is «7Vmeasiirable. The restriction 
to square integrable contingent claim is only for the purpose of mathemat-
ical ease. A trading strategy of the price process S is defined as a TV + 1 
dimensional process whose components are locally bounded and predictable. 
The definition of a trading strategy will be refined later. Associated with a 
trading strategy 小 there are a value process V{4>) and a gain process G{(j)) 




rt N t 
G賴二 / cl>{v)dS{u) = / M”傅M 
Jo i^ o九 
where 0 < t < T. A trading strategy (j) is called a self-financing trading 
strategy if V{t, (j)) = T/(0, (j)) + G{t, (f)). In fact, for the same trading strategy 
of the price process S, one can define a discounted value process V*{(j)) and 
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ft N t 
/ <t>{v)dZ{u) = Y, / ct>i{v)dZi{u) Jo 
where 0 < t < T. Clearly, one will naturally ask whether we can use the 
discounted value process and the discounted gain process to define a self-
financing strategy. The answer is affirmative, as provided by the following 
theorem. 
Th e o r em 4.1 Let 小 be any trading strategy. Then 小 is self-financing if and 
only if V*{t,(t)) = + G*(0，(/!)). Moreover, V{(l)) > 0 if and only if 
Proof. The proof is just some routine calculations. For details, one may 
refer to [9]. We omit the proof. 
Q.E.D. 
4.2 No Arbitrage Condition and Complete-
ness of Market 
In this section, we shall study what conditions should be imposed on a price 
system to guarantee that there is no arbitrage opportunity in the price sys-
tem. Of course it is necessary because no one really wants to lose money by 
providing arbitrage opportunities to others. In addition, we shall show that a 
version market completeness can be guaranteed if the no arbitrage condition 
is satisfied. We emphasize here again that we are now in the transformed 
economy so that all the values are in their discounted forms. 
Let (n, T^ {^t}-) Q) be a complete filtered probability space and two fixed 
dates 力=0 and t = T he given. Let X = Q) be the space of 
all contingent claims to consume at date t — T. Then we consider the 
consumption bundles of the form {r,X) eHx X. {r,X) represents r units 
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of consumption at date t = 0 and units of consumption at, time t = 7' 
if the state variable is u. Each agent is specified by his preference over Rx^Y 
by a complete and transitive relation on R x X which satisfies the following 
conditions : � 
(i) for any (?-, A') G R X X , the set 
{{r\X')eRxX:{r,X):<(r\X')} 
is convex ； 
(ii) for any (r, X) G R x X, the sets 
{ ( r U 卞 R X ：^  : (r , A � � ( r U " ) } 
and 
are closed with respect to the product topology of R x Y genci.a.tcxl by 
the Eiicidean topology of R and the L'^-nonn topology of 
(iii) for any (r, A") G R x Z , > 0 and X' G we Iiave 
and 
where X'^ is the set of all contingent claims X G X such that Q{X > 
0) = 1 and Q{X > 0) > 0. “ 
We call the above conditions as the convexity condition, the continuity con-
dition and the strictly positive condition respectively. We use the notation 
A to denote the set of all complete and transitive relations which satisfy ilie 
convexity, the continuity and the strictly positive conditions. Note that ilicsc 
conditions are similar to the existence of continuous utility function in eco-
nomic theory. In fact, for each preference, there exists a continuous utility 
function. We shall not go through the details. For details, one may refer to 
8] and [30]. 一 
A price system (M, TT) is a subs pace M of X and a, continuous linear 
functional TT on M. M represents the subspace of marketed contingent claims, 
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which is smaller than if not all contingent claims are marketed. The continuous linear functional TT gives the prices of the marketed contingent claims in units of date zero consumption. A price system is said to be viable if there exists a, relation ：< G A and (7-*, A"*) e R x X such that 
r* + 7r(A,*) < 0 
and 
for all (r, X) eRx M with r + 7r(X) < 0. The definition of viability can bo 
interpreted in this way : there is a,11 agent from the class /I, who is able to 
find an optimal trade subject to his budget constraint r + 7r(A,) < 0. 
Before we state an equivalent condition for viability of a price system 
we introduce some notations first. A continuous linear functioiial '0 
on X is said to be strictly positive if • � X � � 0 for all A^  E Hereby, the 
continuity of 0 is clearly referenced to the L^-norm topology of Y. Let 中 be 
the set of all continuous and strictly positive linear functionals on J(. Then 
we have the following theorem. 
Th e o r em 4.2 A price system (M, TT) is viable if and only if there exists 
？G ^ on X such that ？/> TT. 
Proof. Suppose that there exists ？G ^ such that ij; \m— tt. Define ：^ on 
R X X b y — 
(7", A")�（ r , X) if + < r + 綱. 
It can be easily seen that ：^ lies in A. Hence the system (M, TT) is viable. 
Conversely, suppose that the system (M, TT) is viable. Let A. Define 
G = {(r,A,) eRxX: (0,0) (r,A,)} 
and 
H = {(r, X) G R X M : r + 7r{X) < 0}. 
It is easy to see that both G and H are disjoint and convex. Moreover, G is 
open. Then by using separation theorem (see [16] or [28] for details), there 
exists a non-trivival continuous linear functional on R X X such that (f) ^ ^ 
on G and </> < 0 on H. We now want to verify that </>(!, 0) > 0. First we 
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note that there exists some {r',X') such that (t>{r',X') > 0. Since j e A, we 
have (0, 0) — (1,0). By continuity o f t h e r e exists a>0 such that ， 
(0,0) — (l-ar\-aX'). 
Hence 
— a秋r丨,X') = (I>{1 — ar', -aX') > 0 
and 
Then renormalize <j) such that <^ (1,0) = 1. Define ij; by il;{X) = (/>{r,X) — r. 
It is easy to see that G ^ and 中 \m= tt. 
Q.E.D. 
Suppose that we are endowed a viable price system (M, TT). If F 0 M 
and is now sold at a price a. Then any agent can buy any claim of the form 
X \Y e M' DX price TT' = 'k{X) + Aa, where M' is the subspace of X 
generated by M and {aY : a G R} . Then we say that the price a for Y 
is consistent with the price system (M, TT) if tt') is viable. In addition, 
if there is only a single consistent price for 1,, we say that the price of Y is 
determined by arbitrage. We call the single consistent price as the arbitrage 
value of Y. As an immediate consequence of theorem 4.2, we obtain the 
following results. 
Th e o r em 4.3 If a price system (M, TT) is viable, then for all X £ X, we 
have some prices that are consistent with (M, TT). In addition, the set of all 
consistent prices is of the form 
\ip{X) : G 少 and ^ |M= TT}. 
Th e o r em 4.4 Given a viable pricing system (M, TT), the price ofY is deter-
mined by arbitrage if and only if the set 
{^(X) : ^  G ^ and 於 \m= tt} 
is a singleton. In this case, the single element is the arbitrage value of Y. 
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Hereafter, we shall assume that there are only TV + 1 securities in the 
economy. The price processes of these securities follow the discounted price 
processes stated in section 4.1. However, we deal with only a special kind 
of trading strategy, namely the simple trading strategy. Formally, a simple 
trading strategy is a trading strategy for which one can find a finite integer 
q and a sequence of dates ^ < Iq < -- - < t^ = T such that 小 is constant over the interval [ t n - ^Q for all states. Similarly, is a self-financing simple 
trading strategy if (l){tn-i)Z{tn-i) = (l){tn)Z{tn). Note that this definition is 
consistent with the definition in section 4.1. A self-financing simple trading 
strategy is called a simple free lunch if (/)(0)Z(0) < 0 but (f>{T)Z{T) G 
Such an item, if exists, represents that there is an arbitrage opportunity. It 
allows an agent to increase (at least not decrease) his consumption at date 
力=0 while there is positive probability that his consumption at date t = T 
will be increased strictly. Clearly, simple free lunches are inconsistent with 
an economic equilibrium for agents from class A. 
A contingent claim X is said to be marketed at date t = 0 if there exists a 
self-financing simple trading strategy such that (j){T�Z{T} = X almost surely. 
In this case, we say that X is generated by 小 and </)(0)Z(0) is the price for 
the claim X. 
An equivalent martingale measure Q* is a probability measure on (H, J^) 
with filtration {Tt} which satisfies the following properties : 
(i) for all B eT, Q{B) 二 0 if and only if = 0; 
(ii) the Radon-Nikodym derivative p = ^ belongs to Q)] 
(iii) Z is a martingale over the filtration {J^t} with respect to Q*. 
We use the notation E* to denote the expectation operator with respect to 
the measure Q*. We are now in position to study the following theorem that 
will imply a no arbitrage condition. 
Th e o r em 4.5 Suppose that there exists no simple free lunches. Then there 
exists a one-to-one correspondence between equivalent martingale measure Q* 
and continuous linear functional ^ G ^ such that ip \m= tt. 
Proof. Let Q* be an equivalent martingale measure and p —备.Define 
: X R by 
執X�= E\X) = E{pX). 
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Then ^ is clearly a continuous linear functional. Since Q and (J* are equiv-
alent，p is strictly positive. Hence we have ^^  e 少.Take X e M and let 小 be a simple self-financing trading strategy that generates X. Moreover, let 
0 = to < • • • < = T be the dates at which the value of (f> may change. 
Then for n 二 1，…’ g, we have 
Wn)^( t n ) I = I 
二 力n-l)五 W n 队 一 1) 
二（Kli)取一 1). 
On iterating the above equality, we obtain 
F*(^(T)z(T)) = MM-
Hence we have 
7r(X) = (fi(O)Z(O) 二 E\X) = iP{X) 
for all X e M. 
Conversely, suppose there exists ？/‘ G ^  such that ^ \m= TT. Define Q* by 
( 例 = 判 1B). 
It is easy to show that Q and (J* are equivalent. Since ^ is continuous, 
by Riesz representation theorem, we have ^(X) = E{pX) for some p E 
Q). Thus we have Q*{B) = E(J)1B), Q* is a (j-additive measure 
and ^ ^ = which is sqaure integrable. Because is in M and = 1, 
it follows that Q*{FL) 二 1. Hence Q* is a probability measure. It remains 
to show that Z is a martingale with respect to Q*. But it is only a routine 
calculation and we omit it. 
Q.E.D. 
The following theorem gives an equivalent condition of arbitrage free pric-
ing and also a version of market completeness. 
Th e o r em 4.6 Suppose that we are endowed a price system (M, TT). Then 
the market admits no simple free lunch, (Af, TT) is viable and every contingent 
claim X ^ X can be priced by arbitrage if and only if there exists a unique 
equivalent martingale measure. 
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Proof. The equivalence is an immediate consequence of theorem 4.5. 
Q.E.D. 
Before ending this section, we point out that in order to prevent arbitrage 
in the market, one only needs to find an equivalent martingale measure and 
shows that it is unique. We are reminded that only simple trading strategies 
can be used. Problems will be arised if a larger class of trading strategies 
is used (See [8] for details). Apart from this, we have also shown that the 
existence of unique equivalent martingale measure implies a version of the 
completeness of the market, namely all contingent claims can be priced by 
arbitrage, provided that only simple trading strategies are employed. In the 
next section, we shall show the market is still complete in a more general 
sense even if a larger class of trading strategies is used. 
4.3 More on Market Completeness 
Let ( n , ^ , {^t}, Q) be a complete filtered probability space. We use the 
notation Q to denote the set of all equivalent martingale measures with 
respect to Q. We now assume that Q is nonempty. As in the section 4.2, 
we deal with the discounted price process Z and follow the notations defined 
in section 4.1. Since we want to give a representation of the price of the 
contingent claim, we adopt the notation that the contingent claim X, unlike 
the one in section 4.2, denotes the value of the claim in the ordinary economy. 
We define C{Z) be the set of all predictable processes H — (Bi,..., Hjv) 
such that the increasing process 
is locally integrable under Q* for k = 1, • • •, A^  and 0 < ^ < T. We now 
expand our definition of a trading strategy. A trading strategy </> is a pre-
dictable process such that {(j)^,. •., (f)^) G C[Z). Note that the set of trading 
strategies here includes the set of trading strategy in section 4.1. Note that 
all the notations in section 4.1 remain the same even with this change of def-
inition. In addition, theorem 4.1 remains valid with this change. A trading 
strategy 小 is said to be admissible if the following conditions are satisfied : 
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(i) V * � > 0 ； 
(ii) = ； 
(iii) V*{<j)) is a martingale with respect to Q*. 
Note that the third condition is equivalent to the simple condition 
since Z is a martingale under Q* and hence a local martingale. We shall 
denote the class of all admissible trading strategy by A contingent claim 
is attainable if there exists 小 e 电 such that V*(T,小、=I3{T)X. In this case, 
we say that X is generated by 小 and y*(0, (j)) is the price of the contingent 
claim X. 
Th e o r em 4.7 Let X be a contingent claim such that E*{/3{T)X) < oo. 
Define 
J{t) = E*{P(T)X I 0 S Z S T. 
Then X is attainable if and only if J can he written as 
J{t) = J(0)+ f H[s)dZ{s) Jo 
for some H G C{Z) in which V*{(j)) = J for any (j) e ^ that generates X. 
Proof. Suppose that X is attainable and it is generated by some 小 6 龟. 
Let H^ = (1)^ ior k = Then J HdZ = G*{(t)). Since 队T)X = 
y*(T', (f)) and V*{(j)) is a martingale, we have 
M = • ( m i J；) 
= 五 聊 〜 
= V，,利. 
But (/)) = l/*(0, 0) + (j)), so we have the desired representation. 
Conversely, let E*{J3{T)X) < oo. Suppose that 
J(t) = J(0) + P H{s)dZ{s) 
Jo 
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for some H G C{Z). Set = H^ for 人：二 1,... jV. Define 小。by 
�=J(0) + ；£ 广 4>'{s)dZ'{s) — £ 
for 0 <t <T. This yields a trading strategy. It can be shown easily that 小 is an admissible strategy that generates X. Hence X is attciinable. 
Q.E.D. 
Theorem 4.7 tells us that the price of a contingent claim A, is of tlie Ibnii 
E*{I3{T)X). ^{T) can be interpreted as the discount factor. So tlie price of 
the contingent claim X can be seen as the expected value of the discounted 
future cashflows, a methodology which has already been mentioned in chap-
ters two and three. In fact, this expression is equivalent to the one in chapter 
two if we treat the interest rate is deterministic, and in particular a constant. 
A market is complete if all the contingent claims X with E*{f-^{T)X) < oo 
are attainable. Before we state an equivalent conditions of market complete-
ness, we first introduce some notations. Let M be the set of all martingales 
with respect to the measure Q* and M{Z) be the set of all martingales 
M 6 wM that can be represented as 
Mt = Mo + f HJ/Z, Jo 
for some H E 
Th e o r em 4.8 The following three conditions are equivalent, 
(i) The market is complete. 
(ii) M 
(Hi) Q is a singleton. 
Proof. The theorem is just a consequence of theorem 4.7. For details, one 
may refer to [10 . 
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4.4 Term Structure of Interest Rate and In-
terest Rate Options 
In this section, we study the term structure of interest rate and see how in-
terest rate options can be priced under a given term structure process. The 
aim of this section is to show what conditions should be imposed on the term 
structure process in order to ensure that there is no arbitrage opportunity 
and the market is complete. As we have seen in previous sections, we know 
that if there exists a unique equivalent martingale measure, all things will 
follow immediately. It turns out that we now search for some conditions to 
guarantee the existence of unique martingale measure. However, the theory 
applies to only a class of trading strategy, namely the simple trading strategy 
defined in section 4.2. Here, we shall make an assumption , in fact it is rea-
sonable, that the existence of unique martingale measure will guarantee that 
there is no arbitrage opportunity if the trading strategy defined in section 
4.3 is used. 
Before we proceed on, we first introduce some notations. Note that we 
shall follow section 4.1 closely. 
Let (n , ^ , Q) be a complete probability space and [0, T] is a trading 
interval, for T > 0. Let { ^ J be the filtration generated by n > 1 independent 
Brownian motions Bi{t) , where z = 1, • • • and t G [0,T]. We shall assume 
that there is a continuum of discount bonds traded with different maturities. 
Fix T e [0, T] and t G [0, r]. Let P{t, r) be the price of the discount bond with 
maturity r at time t. Clearly, one should have P(r, r) = 1 and P{t, r) > 0. 
These can be interpreted as the fact that a discount bond pays a deterministic 
amount at maturity and the price of a discount bond is always strictly. 
We define the instantaneous forward rate F(t,T) at time t for date T > t 
as 
制 = — ^ ^ ^ 
for all r G [0, T] and t G [0, r]. This definition is consistent with the market 
definition of the forward rate. Clearly, we have 
The instantaneous spot rate r(t) is the instantaneous forward rate at time t 
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for date t : 
厂⑴= /(M). 
Again, it is consistent with the market definition. 
From now on, we follow closely the methodology of [11]. Their methodol-
ogy is to model the forward rate process, rather than the bond price process, 
which is an usual practice. This methodology has the advantage that it is 
more natural and easier to deal with. For example, if one wants to start with 
the bond price process, he has to guarantee that the bond price should be 
deterministic at bond's maturity date, that is, the volatility at that time is 
zero. This would be a great shortcoming and can be overcome if we model 
the forward rate instead. 
We now impose two assumptions on the forward rate process. In fact, 
these assumptions are made solely for mathematical purposes. 
(i) For fixed r G [0,T], /(t, r) follows the following process : 
for all t e [0, r] where /(O, r) is the deterministic initial forward rate 
curve which is Borel-measurable with respect to the second variable, 
together with the fact that a and cr^ , i — 1,.. . , n, are jointly measurable 
and bounded in [0, T] x [0, T] x H, with the cr-algebra generated by the 
Borel field of [0, T] x [0, T] and 
(ii) The mapping 
Z — 乂乂 cri{v,y,uj)dBi{v)dy 
is continuous a.e. Q, for all r G [0, T], t G [0, r] and i — • - - n. 
The first condition guarantees that the money market account So{t) defined 
in section 4.1 satisfies 
0 < So{t) < oo a.e. Q 
for all t G [0, T]. Apart from this, these assumptions are made solely for the 
purpose of mathematical ease. 
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Given the forward rate process, one can calculate explicitly the bond price 
process by the Ito formula : 
ap��T) = [r{t) + b{t, T, u)]P{t, T)dt + cii(t, T, oj)F(t, T)dB,(t) a.e. Q 
i=i 
where 
ai�t,T,Lo�= — Jt ai{t,v,u))dv 
for i = 1,…，n and 
i=l 
We now fix n different dates 0 < < • • • < T； < T. Following section 
4.1, we assume that S^  = P(t,Ti) with z•二 1,... ,n. Then we deal with the discounted price process Z defined in section 4.1. Without loss of generality, 
we consider only the trading interval [0, Ti]. We are now in a position to state 
an equivalent condition that the market admits no arbitrage opportunity and 
is complete. 
Th e o r em 4.9 Suppose that the assumptions on the forward rate process are 
satisfied. Then the following system of equations 
‘ K W 1 � A I ( Z , r i ) . . . � ] � 7 i ( � T i , . . . , T ； ) ] ro • 
: + : : = : 
.Kt .Tn) J [ …〜(,,？；）_!!_ 7n(Z;T\，...，:7；) _! L 0 _ 
has a unique bounded solution on [0, Ti] xO if and only if there exists a unique 
equivalent martingale measure which is defined in section 4.1. 
Proof. The proof is composed of tedious calculation and we omit it. For 
details, one may refer to [11 . 
Q.E.D. 
The function Ti, • •., is called the market price for risk of factor 




…:?1’".’T„ “ � 二 聯)- f 7i{v； r i , ... ’ Tr.)dv 
J 0 
for i = , are independent Brownian motions with respect to the 
equivalent martingale measure Q^^ …了打. 
Note that the market prices for risk and the equivalent martingale mea-sure in theorem 4.9 depend on the choice of the particular discount bonds. 
The following theorem states a sufficient and necessary condition that both 
the market prices for risk and the equivalent martingale measure are inde-
pendent of the choice of the discount bonds. 
Th e o r em 4.10 Suppose that one of the equivalent conditions in theorem 4.9 
holds. Then the following statements are equivalent. 
(i) The equivalent martingale measure is independent of the choice 
ofTi, 
(ii) The market prices for risk 7 , ( � , T^) is independent of the choice 
o/Ti, ..�Tn，i = 1,... ,71. 
(in) For any G (t,T] and t e [0, Ti], we have 
冲, = 功,T)(7“Z; ... ’ T,)—厂 a 人t, v)dv) 
i=i 力 
for T e [0,r] and t G [0,t . 
Proof. The equivalence between the first and the second statements can 
be easily proved by the representation of the equivalent martingale measure. 
The second and the third statements can be proved by the using the system 
of equations in theorem 4.9. 
Q.E.D. 
We call the third condition in theorem 4.10 as the forward rate restriction 
condition, which should be held if one wants to have a unique equivalent 
martingale measure and unique market prices for risk of all random factors 
for all securities. In fact, the independence between the market prices for risk 
and the choice of the discount bonds can be interpreted as the independence 
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between the market prices for risk and the choice of securities. It must hold 
in an equilibrium economy otherwise there exists an arbitrage opportunity 
:buy ing the one with lower market price for risk while selling the one with 
higher market price for risk. It turns out that, by theorem 4.10, the "no 
arbitrage condition" holds if we simply impose a restriction on the forward 
rate process. Apart from these, the forward rate restriction also helps to 
eliminate the market prices for risk in the contingent claim valuation formula, 
we shall see this in the following two examples. 
Now from theorems 4.9 and 4.10, we see that any arbitrage free forward 
rate process must give an equivalent martingale which is independent of the 
choice of any securities. 
In the first example, we model the forward rate process by a one factor 
model : 
= f a { v , T , u j ) d v i - a B { t ) 
Jo 
where (J > 0 is a constant. We assume that the drift rate a of the forward 
rate process is defined by the forward rate restriction in theorem 4.10 : 
a{t,T,Lu) = - a ( j ) { t , u j ) + - t) 
for all r G [0, T] and t G [0,r], where 4>{t,Lo) is the market price for risk and 
is a bounded and predictable process. It can be verified that f{t’ r) defined 
above can be a candidate of the forward rate process. Under the equivalent 
martingale measure Q*, together with its Brownian motion B*，the forward rate process can be written in the following form : 
m T) = /(O, T) + a't(T - t/2) + aB*{t). 
By substitution, one can see that the bond price process is as follows : 
、， )p(o ,o 
Now we consider a European call option on the discount bond P(t,T) with 
exercise price K and time to maturity t*. We see from section 4.3 that the 
price of the call option C at time zero is of the form : 
C = E''{[P{t\T)-K]^/So{n). 
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On siInplifying, \tve ha.ve 
C == P(O, T)N(h) - 1{ P(O, t* )N(h - a(T - C')J/:) 
where 
h == log(P(O, T)/ J{ P(O, l*)) + (1 /2)a(T - 1.)21.* 
a(T - '[*)0-
and N is the cunlldative llornla.l distribution. In fa.ct, it is jllst a cOlltillUOIIS 
version of the 1-10 a,nd Lee rnodel (See [14] for details). Note that. ill this Oll(~ 
factor model, a,ny portion of the forward rate ('.llrV(~ is perfectly correlated 
with each other. 
The second exanlple elnploys the foUowi llg two fa.ctor IlIodel for a forward 
rate process : 
f( t, T) - f(O, T) == ft a(v, T, w)dv + al [3 1 (t.) + ft a2 c- ,\( r- t)/'2d fj '2 (l) ~ ~J 
for T E [0, T) and ,t E [0, T). 'rite coeffi cients 0'1, 0''2 (\.lId A a.1'<~ ~·d,ricLly pos-
itive constant. 'fhe first stochastic terrn Inay be illte rpreted as t.Il( ~ sllort 
term effect, while the second stoc.h(\.st.ic tCrln rna.y he illt.c rp('( ~ t. ed (l.S Lhe lOll'" 
terrn effect. Unlike the one fa.ct.or prescribed before, t.he p crr( ~ct, co rre lat.ioll 
property disappears. In order t.o rnake t:hi~ stochastic process 1.0 be (\. calldi -
date of the forward process, we introdu ce two fixed bOlllld(~d (\.lId pre<iicl,(\,hl(' 
processes for the rnarket prices for r.i~k, narnely <j>r,(t,w) alld </>'2(l,w), wh el'<' 
t E [0, T] and wED. We also assurnc t.hat tbe drift rat.e of t.he PI'OCCHH 
satisfies 
a( t, T) O'l<P'I('l) - 0'2 c- /\ (r - t)/'2rp'2(l) + O'f(T - l) 
-2(a~/ A) C- A(r - t)/2( c - A(r - t)/'2 - I). 
Now under the equ ivaJent LTlartingalc rneal)llre and its Browlliar\ IlIOt.ioIl S, 
the forward rate process can be rep resented in t.errnH of a" 0''2, A aJld til<' 
two modified Brownian rnotions. l'he bond price prOCCHH ca,'l I)( ~ wriU,(:'1 
similarly. In add ,ition, onc can. ,ca.lculate th(~ price of a, Ellropc(t1l ca.II opt.ioll 
'with exercise price J( and tirnc to rnaturity l *' . '1'he pric(~ of t1J( ~ call Opt.iOll 
e'is 
G' == P ( 0, T )N ( h) - I( J) ( 0, l *' )N (h - q) 
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where log(P(0,r)/A^P(0,r) + (l/2V) q 
and 
q = ^ { T — r y r + 一 — 1). 
4.5 Pricing Equity Options 
In this section, we shall price the equity options under a stochastic interest 
rate economy. In fact, this is just an extension of section 4.4. We shall follow 
tlie definitions in sections 4.1 and 4.4 closely. 
Assume that there are infinite number of equities in the economy, indexed 
by X e n . All the equities follow the geometric Brownian motions : 
N 
as[t, x) 二 LO, x) — d{t, LO, x))S{t, LO, x)dt + % x)S(t, LJ, x)dBi(t) 
i=l 
where all symbols have their usual meanings as before but this time yt/, d and cr,- are jointly measureable and bounded in [0, T] x 0 x H, z == 1, • • •, N. Let 
So be the money market account defined in section 4.1. We now choose n 
discount bonds and also TV — n equities a；, Xi),. • -, S(t,u;, xjv-n) from the economy and derive an equivalent condition for the existence and uniqueness of the equivalent martingale measure, which in turn implies the absence of arbitrage opportunities and market completeness. Define Ai be the N x 1 matrix 
- 贴 ） “ 
Kt工) Kt^xi) — r(t) 
_ fl{t,X]V-n - r(t) _ 
and A2 be the N X N matrix 
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- . . . ajvit^Ti) 0 … 0 -
： i ； ： 
… 0 … 0 
… c r “ Z ,工 1) . . . aN{t,xi) 
i ； ： 
- … , X jV-n) ... M�iV —n)_ 
and let Ti, • • •, a；!, • • •, be the solution of the system of equa-
tions 
+ /I27 = 0 
if the system is solvable. Like section 4.4, 7 stands for the market prices 
for risk. Note that the first n equations are the same as the one we met in 
section 4.4. 
Th e o r em 4.11 The system of equations 
Ai + A27 二 0 
has a unique bounded solution on [0, T] xH if and only if there exists a unique 
equivalent martingale measure. 
Proof. The proof depends on the representations of the equivalent mar-
tingale measure and the corresponding Brownian motions. Once we have the 
representations, the theorem follows by using the system of equations 
+ A27 = 0. 
The representations of the equivalent martingale measure and its correspond-
ing Brownian motion are 
dQ _ 
and 
B:⑴二 B州—ft咖dv Jo 
where Q* = QTu-,Tn;xu-,^N-n and 卞⑴=7i(t;Ti,-. - .xm-u)-
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Q.E.D. 
Like section 4.4, we prefer that the equivalent martingale measure is in-
dependent of the choice of the assets. The following theorem shows how to 
eliminate this restriction. 
Th e o r em 4.12 The following statements are equivalent. 
(V The equivalent martingale measure is independent of the choice ofTi,..., 几 
问 The market prices for risk is independent of the choice o/Ti, 
and xi, • • • ,XN-n-
Proof. The equivalence can be proved by using the representation of the equivalent martingale measure. 
Q.E.D. 
Summarizing theorems 4.11 and 4.12, we are now able to see that an 
arbitrage free economy is related to the existence of a unique equivalent 
martingale measure. So in order to evaluate any contingent claims, we must 
ensure that all the price processes and the forward rate process must satisfy 
some conditions. We illustrate here with an example cited in [24'. 
In this example, we choose n = I and N = 2. The forward rate process 
is given by 
Jo Jo 
where r) is a bounded, deterministic and strictly positive function. The 
equity price process is given by 
5X” = 5"(0)+ fiS{t)dt+ f aiS{v)dBi{v)-^ f a2S{v)dB2{v) JQ JO JO 
where 5'(0), ai and a � a r e strictly positive constants. Once we can write down 
the expressions of the money market account SQ, the equity price process S 
and the bond price process P(t,T), one can immediately calculate the price 
of the contingent claim X by the formula 
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Consider a European call option on the risky equity with K as the exercise 
price and 丁 as the time to maturity. Then the value of the call C is 
c = s(o)Ar(h,) 一 KP(o,T)Ar(h, - h^) 
where 
J — log[风 0)/A,i^(0’r)j +1/2/^3 
h, , 
hi =[〜2 + — 「ci(t, 丁）dt + 厂 a(t, r f d t 
Jo Jo 
and T 
a{t, 7")= 一义 a{t, v)dv. 
Before ending this section, we would like to have some remarks on the 
volatilities of any multifactor models. Unlike any single factor model, there 
are some difficulties in determining the volatilities of multifactor models. The 
main reason is that it is difficult to determine which kinds of data should be 
used. One possible solution is to use the principal factor analysis. For details 
of principal factor analysis, one may refer to [13] and [20 . 
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